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any condition, covenant or agreement to the ry bank shall be kept in the town in which it
tenements or hereditaments, which might in the following form,1, vi
contrary notwithstanding. But this shall not is, or shall be originally established.
VIZ*
hflVR hppn mamtainnJ
.1.,, —____ °
have
been maintained in the
name of such
be construed to exempt such Bank, or the
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Sect. 13. Be it further enacted, That up Bank, had no such sale been had ; and a copy Capital Stock,
1(1 thorough,
I
lands, tenements, goods or chattels of the same, on any requisition of the Legislature, each
JAMES K. R.EMICH & SON.
of such mortgaged deed, duly certified by the
subJ
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting- House. from being also liable for and chargeable with banking corporation shall loan to the State a Register of Deeds for the County or District Bills in circulation,
said
excess.
Provided
however,
that
such
of
sum not exceeding five per centum on its cap where such lands are situate and where such Nett Profits on hand,
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— said Directors who may have been absent when ital stock at any one time, reimbursable by mortgaged deed shall be recorded, shall be
said
excess
was
contracted
or
created,
or
who
five annual instalments, or at any shorter periInterest will be charged on all subscriptions which
11 end’
aid
may have dissented from the resolution or act od^atjhe election of the State, with the an considered prima facie evidence ofsuch mort Balances due to other Banks,
vo,lhy and reJ- remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No whereby the same was contracted or created, nual payment of interest at a rate not exceed gaged deed. And it shall be the duty ofthe
papers discontinued, except at the option of the pub
Cashier or Clerk of such Bank, on reasonable Cash deposited, including all sums what
may respectively exonerate themselves from ing five per centum per annum ; Provided, request,
soever. due from the Bank not bearing
lishers, until all arrearages are paid.
to furnish the officer who shall serve
-ASE.
being so liable as Directors, by forthwith giv That the State shall never at any one time,
interest, its bills in circulation, profits
such
execution,
or
the
judgment
creditor,
with
and balances due to the other Banks
The publishers do not hold themselves responsible for ingnotice of the fact, and of their absence or stand indebted to any corporation without
dilate to give my J
a
certified
copy
of
the
note
or
obligation
se

excepted,
&ny error in any advertisement beyond the amount dissent to the Governor and Council, and to its consent for a larger sum than ten per cent
llon in favor <3 ‘Charged for its insertion.
the Stockholders at any general meeting um of its capital. It shall be the duty of the cured by such mortgage, together with a copy Cash deposited bearing interest,
By J.
of all the endorsements thereon, and a state
w’hich they shall have power to call for that Treasurer ofthis State, whenever he shall have ment
of all such payments as shall have been
'Irs, Stowell ha^.purpose.
occasion to borrow any sum of money of any made thereon by such debtor, and after sale Total amount due from the Bank,
I- w.
1
ei»ch foot, which b
Sect. 6. Be it further enacted, That no incorporated bank, under and by virtue of any of such mortgage, to deliver said, note or obli
■’Dblesome and^
banking corporation within aiyb iderthe au- authority
;
for that purpose, given by any Act gation to the purchaser thereof. No gift, sale, Gold, Silver and other coined metals in
thority of this State, shall Vest, use Or improve or
1 Resolve ©f this State, to give notice in transfer, conveyance or endorsement of such
its Banking House,
* H b“t justice to
any of its moneys, goods, chattels or effects in writing to the President or Cashier of the note
or mortgage made by such Bank, after
oht1°
(M<
©.H
trade or commerce, but any corporation afore Bank or Banks named in such Act or Resolve notice duly filed at the office of the Register Real Estate,
ó á
who owinR^ow,
5 w
said
may
sell
all
kinds
of
personal
pledges
1
ofthe amount which he has occasion to bor of Deeds of said County or District, or other
o
II lhe various M :Bills
of
other
Banks
incorporated
in
this
o 2
lodged with it by way of security, to an row, and demand of said bank a loan of the wise given to the party to be effected thereby,
W 5
State,
!ly despaired of a J
amount sufficient to reimburse the sum loaned same,
i
conformably to the provisions of this of the seizure thereof on execution by such
fd her corns afterd
with interest and expenses. Every banking Act, and the State will hold itself responsible officer, for the purpose of sale under this act, Balances due from other Banks,
corporation as aforesaid may hold real estate, for any money borrowed of any bank by the ,shall have any validity, force or effect against
ended remedies i#':
lands and tenements, requisite for the conven Treasurer; Provided, That the notice demand- ■such purchaser under sale at auction, but the Amount of all debts due, including notes,
ncreases mycond
LAW GF MAINE
ient transaction of its business, not exceeding ing such loan shall be accompanied by an same
bills of exchange and all stocks and
■
shall be adjudged null and void except
your Plaster, is iM(
funded debts of every description, ex
twelve per centum on the amount of its capi attested copy of such Act or Resolve, and ,only between the Bank and the person to
SN
cepting the balance due from other
ised by several olj
: THE YEAR OF 0.UR LOR® ONE THOUSAND EIGHT tal stock, unless they have been or shall be
shall be approved by the Governor in writing. whom the Bank shall .make such gift, sale,
HUNDRED AND THIRTY-ONE.
banks,
<1 Uy good success,;
thereto specially authorized, exclusive of
Sect. 14. Be it further enacted, That the transfer, conveyance or endorsements, his
An Act to regulateBaffi'ks and Banking.
us, had become so tip *
"Sect. 1. Be <tt enacted by the Senate and what it may hold on mortgage, receive on ex State shall have a right whenever the Legis heirs, executors, administrators and assigns. Tolal amount of the resources of the Bank,
shall make provision by law, to sub
o be obliged tocul^
Sect. 20. Be it further enacted, That all
'House of .Representatives, in Legislature assem ecution or take as security for or in the pay lature
scribe on account of the State, a sum not ex bills issued from any bank, shall be signed by Rate and amount of the last dividend and
ds feet; he |la(^
bled, That from and after the passing of this ment of any debt to said corporation.
when declared.
ceeding
one
tenth
part
of
the
capital
stock
of
Sect.
7.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
no
the President and Cashier thereof; Provided
- and inconvenience
Act, every Bank which shall receive a charter
bank
shall
have
less
than
five,
norjnore
than
any
Bank
whose
charter
shall
be
extended,
or
,
however,
That
all
bills
which
shall
get
in
cir

from or by authority of this State and every
“ly cured by ||leHi
Amount of reserved profits at the time of
which may hereafter be incorporated by au- culation
,
signed by either the President or Cash
declaring the last dividend,
Bank whose capital -shall be increased or di nine Directors, (exclusive of such as may be thority
o that he cannowml
of this State, to be added to the capi ier thereof, through the agency or neglect of
appointed
by
the
Governor
and
Council
as
minished, or whose charter.shall be extend hereinafter provided) a majority of whom shall tal stock of said company, subject to such
whole shoes.—
any officer of the Bank, shall be binding on Amount of debts due and not paid, and
ed, shall be governed fey the following rules
voman living near J
considered doubtful,
be residents in the County where such bank rules, regulations and provisions as shall be the corporation. Every Bank within this
and
subjected
to
all
the
duties,
limitations,
re

n consequence of J
by the Legislature made and established as to State, may issue bills under five dollars to the which return shall be signed by the Cashier
strictions, liabilities and provisions contained is located, and none but a member of the the
management thereof, with the right of amount of twenty five per centum of its capi of each Bank respectively, who shall make
Corporation for which he is chosen as a Di
o up and down J
in this Act.
appointing one Director.
tal actually paid in and no more : but no oath or affirmation before some magistrate
, is now using the fJ
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That every rector, being a citizen of and resident in this
Sect. 15. Be itfurther enacted, That every
ppy success, and J
Bank incorporated by the authority aforesaid, State, shall be eligible to that office, nor shall Bank shall be liable to pay to any bona fide Bank shall issue bills of a less denomination qualified to administer oaths, to the truth of
shall be ¡a corporation by the name of the any two members ofa copartnership be Direct holder the original amount of any note of said than one dollar, under a penalty of one hun said return according to his best knowledge
ors of the same bank at one and the same time,
veral other cases, J
dred dollars for each offence. All bills shall and belief And the Cashier of every Bank
President, Directors and Company of the
Bank, altered in the course of its circulation
Bank (the blank to be filled as She law or any person be a Director in two banks at to a larger amount, notwithstanding such al be issued in the names of the President, Di shall also make a return under oath whenever
tve seen enough olli
may require) capable in law to sue and be su one and the same time. The Directors shall teration, and shall also be obliged to receive rectors and Company of the Bank issuing required by the Legislature of the names of
it is the best prepay
ed to final judgment and execution, to have and choose one of their own number to act as in payment for all debts due such Bank the them ; but no bank shall issue any note, bill Stockholders and the amount of Stock owned
or check, draft facility, or certificate payable by each. And a majority of the Directors of
or perhaps in any 4
use a common seal, and the same at pleasure President, and in case of the absence of the bills issued By the same.
at a future day, or bearing interest. No bank in each Bank, shall certify and make oath or
to revoke, alter and renew, and also to estab- President, a chairman may be appointed, for
ros, and were ilstii
Sect.
16.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
every
ish and put in force such by-laws and regu the time being. The assent of a majority of Bank shall annually pay to the Treasurer of this State shall be permitted tQ take any great affirmation before the same magistrate as their
t, I doubt whether jw
respective Cashiers, that the books of such
lations as to them shall appear necessary and the Directors shall al ways be necessary for the the State, for the use of the same, a tax of er rate of interest, or discount on any note, Bank
rrticle fast enough ii
indicate the state of facts so returned
convenient for the government of said corpora transaction of business. The stockholders one per centum upon the amount of its capi draft or security than at the rate of six per by their
and that they have full con
and.
tion, and at any legal meeting of the stockhol may make the President such compensation tal stock paid in, one half of which shall be centum per annum, whether such loan be fidence inCashier,
the truth of the return so by him
made in specie, or otherwise, or agreement
ETH STOWELL
ders duly called therefor, by a majority of as shall appear to them reasonable.
SeCt. 8. Be it further enacted, That the paid within ten days after the first Monday of made to pay such loan in specie, or at a place made.
I house, South Both
votes, the same to alter, amend or annul and
October, and the remainder within ten days
Sect. 23. Be it further enacted, That the
than the Bank making such discount,
<o substitute others in their place as shall Directors shall be chosen by ballot annually after the first Monday of April in each year. other
but such interest or discount may be calcula Secretary of State be, and hereby is author
at a meeting of the stockholders to be holden
seem
to
them
right
and
expedient,
which
be

, 1829And if any Bank shall neglect to pay the
and taken according to the established ized and directed to procure at the expense of
ing entered on their books shall be valid and on the first Monday in October, at such place aforesaid tax in the space of thirty days after ted
rules of Banking : Provided however, That in the State, printed copies of the form of the first
within the town where said bank is establish
binding : Provided, That such by-laws and ed
as the President and Directors for the time the same shall become due, it shall be the du discounting drafts or inland bills of exchange, return required by this Act, and to furnish
* ’^regulations shall in no wise be contrary to the
ty of the Treasurer to issue a warrant of dis the Bank so discounting the same may charge four such copies of the same, to the Cashier
:d females. ’ Constitution and laws of this State. And being may designate, by giving public notice tress
directed to the Sheriff of the county, in over and above the rate of interest aforesaid, of every Bank in the month of March or April
thereof fourteen days previous thereto, in some
¡
1
said
Banking
Corporations
are
hereby
made
peculiar to the iemali
newspaper printed in the County, and if there which such Bank is located, or his Deputy, the then existing rate of exchange, between annually.
capable
in
law
to
have,
hold,
purchase,
re

ommpnity, have bea
commanding them to levy and collect the the place where such draft may be discounted
Sect. 24. Be it further enacted, That it
ceive, possess and retain to them, their succes be no newspaper printed in said County, then sum due from the estate and effects of such and the place where the same is payable. No shall be the duty of the Secretary of State, af
ited by the admin’®
sors and assigns, lands, rents, tenements and in some one published at the seat of Govern Bank, which warrant shall be in the same Bank shall issue any bill, note, check or draft, ter he shall have received the returns from the
Pills, originally |»
hereditaments to an amount authorized by ment. The number of votes to which each form mutatis mutandis, as warrants of distress redeemable at such Bank in any other man several Banks, made on the first Monday of
tied by Dr. RÉLF1
law, with power to bargain, sell and dispose stockholder shall be entitled in the choice of against delinquent Sheriffs are directed by ner than by payment in specie ; but every in June in each year as aforesaid, to cause to
od from thosedisoà
of the same, and to loan and negotiate their Directors and for all other purposes, shall be law to be issued.
corporated Bank, which shall issue any bill, be prepared and printed a true abstract from
monies and effects, by discounting on banking according to the number of shares he shall
lotion, for wbicliill
Sect. 17. Be it further enacted, That it note, check or draft, redeemable in any other those returns, each column to be footed up,
hold,
in
the
following
proportions,
that
is
to
principles on such security as they shall think
specific ; they reslon
shall be the duty of the Directors of the sev manner than by payment in specie on demand as soon as practicable after they shall have
advisable : Provided, That no loan shall be say—for one share, one vote and every two eral Banks incorporated by and within this or payable at any place other than the place been received, and the Secretary shall transmit
onn the irregular q»'
shares
above
one
shall
give
a
right
to
one
made by any Bank upon pledge of its own
State, once in five years to have all the weights where such Bank is by law established, and by mail one copy thereof to the Cashier of each
erous system, anil.ro
stock, nor shall any Bank discount notes, bills vote more, provided no one member shall used in their respective Banks compared, kept, shall be liable to pay the same in specie Bank incorporated by authority of this State.
more than twenty votes, and absent
(bits. The propritw
of exchange, drafts, or other security for the have
Sect. 25. Be it ‘further enacted, That the
may vote by proxy, such proxy be proved and sealed by the Treasurer of this to the holder thereof on demand at said
lerior excellence of A
payment of money, without at least two re members
authorized in writing ; vacancies occur State, or by some person specially authorized Bank, without a previous demand at the Bank President, Directors and Company of any bank
powerful preparili» ~
sponsible names as principals, sureties or en ing
in the board of Directors before the expi by him for that purpose, which shall supersede, or place where the same is on the face thereof established by the authority of this State on
dorsers thereon, (and for this purpose any ring
>st decisive tesliinm
ration of the term for which they were chosen, so far as respects such Banks, the sealing of made payable. Andaf the Bank which issued application to the present Legislature, or any
firm
composed
of
one
or
more
members
are
latients. He can®
be filled at any meeting of the stockhold their weights by the Town or District sealer. the same shall neglect or refuse to pay on de Legislature which may hold a session previ
to be considered as one person) and no loan may
ite public, that when ,
ers, called for that purpose as herein before And no tender of gold by any Bank in this mand, made as aforesaid, any bill, note, check ous to the expiration of any charter hereto
shall be made to any Stockholder until the provided.
The Directors shall also have pow State weighed with weights other than those or draft, such Bank shall be liable to pay to fore granted and with the assent thereof shall
amount of his shares shall have been er to call special
s Aromatifi full
meetings of the stockhold compared, proved and sealed as aforesaid, the holder thereof two per cent, per month be authorized to continue its operations as a
paid into the bank.
ers, as often as they think the interest of the shall be legal. And to prevent the unavoid damages, from and after fifteen days from such Banking Company for the further period of
J FOR
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That no
may require it, giving the same able imperfection of scale beams from opera demand as before provided in this act ; Provi sixteen years, from and after the first Monday
lai**»
Bank, except such as is now incorporated, corporation
ting unequally in payments of gold, the payer ded however, That nothing herein contained of October next, with all the powers and priv
notice
as
before
provided.
shall go into operation, make discounts, loan
or receiver may require that the gold shall be shall extend to any check or draft drawn by the ileges, and subject to all the duties and re
Sect.
9.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
money, emit bills or promissory notes, until Directors shall make half yearly dividends of weighed in each scale, and the mean weight President or Cashier of any Bank within this quirements of this Act.
iccording to .the fe
fifty per centum, at least of its capital stock j the profits of the bank. The Directors shall resulting therefrom shall be considered as State, on any other Bank, either within or
Sect. 26. Be it further enacted, That no
I hem, they reviveffl
shall
have then
beenbL
paid
gold and silver
money,
♦: a Cashier, Clerks, and the true weight.
without this State, but all such checks or drafts bill or note of the denomination of one hun
and Shan
in initfvauhs,
which,
shi j
healthy habits,and»
Sect. 18. Be it further enacted, That shall first be presented for payment at the Bank dred dollars or less shall be issued by any Bank
other officers for carrying on the busi
untenance the nalffll
have been examined by three commissioners such
ness of the bank, with such salaries as to shares in any Bank shall be liable to be at on which the same shall be drawn, and in aforesaid unless the same shall be impressed
appointed by the Governor, with the advice them shall seem meet, and such Cashier, tached on mesne process and taken in exe default of payment, the holder shall be enti from Perkins’ stereotype plate : Provided,
ood spirits,
and consent of the Council, whose duty it Clerks and other officers shall retain their cution and sold agreeably to the provisions tled to recover against the Bank which issued That no greatei' sum than one cent shall be
approved general rei
shall be, at the expense of the Banks, to ex places until removed therefrom, or others are contained in an Act entitled “ an Act re the same, the amount of such check or draft charged for each bill, impressed from the
Actions, debility,^
amine and count the money actually in the appointed in their stead. Provided, That specting the attachment of property ©n mesne with two per cent, per month, on the amount class of plates on which is the fine writing,
iiess, giddiness,
vaults, and to ascertain by the oaths of a ma such Cashier shall not be one of the Directors process, and directing the issuing, extending thereof, from and after the time when such nor more than two cents for bills of either
bad digestion, loulty
jority of the Directors of said Bank, that its of the bank to which he is so appointed.
and serving of executions,” passed in the year check or draft shall have been refused pay of the other classes—but the Legislature may
stomach, shorlntsi
capital hath been paid in by the Stockholders
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ment at the Bank issuing the same, as addi at any time hereafter authorize and require
Sect.
10.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
the
de motion,- sinking
of said Bank toward payment for their respec Cashier and Clerks before they enter on the twenty one.
tional damages in any action against such the use of any other plates.
onsequence, a dejecld
tive shares, and not for any other purpose, duties of their respective offices shall be
Sect. 27. Be it further enacted, That the
Sect. 19. Be it further enacted, That the Bank for thé recovery of such check or draft ;
and that it is intended to have it therein re sworn, and shall also give bond or bonds with lands, tenements and hereditaments of any Provided however, That nothing herein con aggregate of all the debts due from the Direc
slike for exercise »
main as part of said capital, and to return a two or more sureties to the satisfaction of the bank may be taken in execution and sold at tained shall restrain any President or Cashier tors of any Bank, or any of them as principals,
certificate thereof to the office of the Secreta Board of Directors, conditioned for the faith public vendue, to the highest bidder, and in from drawing any check or draft for any bal endorsers, or sureties shall not at any one time
I find the Pills
ry of State, and no part of the capital stock
exceed thirty-three and one third per cent, of
every such case the officer who shall levy such ance due to said Bank.
re of pregnancy, *
of any Bank, shall be sold or transferred, ex ful performance of the duties of their respect execution, shall be empowered to execute to
Sect. 21. Be itfurther enacted, That any the capital stock. And no stockholder in any
ive
offices
:
Provided,
That
in
no
case
shall
cept by execution or distress, or by adminis
en ; neither mWR
the purchaser, a good deed or deeds of any President, Director, Cashier, or other officer Bank, shall at any one time hold and own
trators or executors, until the whole amount the bonds given by any Cashier be signed such lands, tenements or hereditaments, hav or servant of any Bank incorporated in this more than twenty per cent, of the Capital
of hectic or cotM
by
any
Director
of
the
corporation
to
which
thereof shall have been paid in. And the
nay be used sue«*
ing first given notice of the time and place of State for the purpose of issuing bills or notes, Stock.
capital stock of each and every Bank which he is appointed, nor shall any bond given sale at least fourteen days previous thereto, who shall embezzle or fraudulently convert
Sect. 28. Be it further enacted, That in
by
a
Cashier
be
taken
for
a
less
sum
than
H’ women in
shall receive a charter from or by authority of
in two or more public places in the town or to his own use, or fraudulently take or secrete case of any loss or deficiency of the capital
• ()r VapouriM
this State, shall be paid in, in gold and silver twenty thousand dollars, nor a greater sum place where such tenements lie, and also in with the intent tn convert to his own use, stock in any Bank aforesaid, which shall arise
f this description«
money in manner following to wit: one half than fifty thousand dollars. It shall be the some newspaper printed in the county, and if any money, note, bill, obligation, security, from the official mismanagement of the Di
within éix months and the other half within duty of the Cashier of any bank aforesaid to there be no newspaper printed in said county bullion or effects of and belonging to such rectors, the persons who are Directors at the
He, and revive
call special meetings of the stockholders at
twelve months after receiving said charter.
ice $1,50 centsaboi
then in some one published at the seat of Bank and in its possession or belonging to time of such mismanagement shall in their
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted, That the any time hereafter, on the application in writ Government. And all deeds and conveyances any person or persons, or body or bodies pol private and individual capacities be respect
unless. signed •«’
amount of bills issued by any Bank, shall not ing, ofthe proprietors offifteen per centum of of any such lands, tenements or hereditaments, itic or corporate and deposited in such Bank, ively liable to pay the same ; and in case of
ppr bv rhe so/« M
at any one time exceed fifty per centum be the capital stock thereof, by giving fourteen duly executed as aforesaid, shall be good and and every person assisting and aiding there their inability to pay such loss or deficiency,
,mediale s»««*’
yond the amount of the capital stock actually days public notice of such meeting in the effectual in law to transfer to the purchaser, in, being thereof duly convicted in any Court the persons who are Stockholders at the time
paid in, including all bills issued by such Bank, manner provided by the eighth section of this his heirs and assigns forever, all the right, title of this State, having jurisdiction of such of of such official mismanagement shall be liable
Conway. f«'.n
whether in the hands of agents or otherwise ; Act, and in case of refusal by such Cashier, and interest therein, which belonged to said fence, shall be deemed in so doing to have in the same manner as Directors : Provided
< Conway JW"*
„and no loan or discount shall be made, nor said proprietors may apply to any Justice of corporation. And the. officer who may levy committed the crime of larceny—shall be however, That in no case shall any one Stock
shall any bill or note be issued by said corpo the Peace in the county where said bank is any such executions, shall be authorized and punished by solitary imprisonment in the holder be liable to pay a sum exceeding the
tore, ••corner of 1
ration
or by any person on their account, in located, who is hereby authorized to call such empowered to adjourn the vendue from time State Prison for a period not exceeding one amount of the stock actually then held by
nP(,r Concert HaM
meetings giving notice as before provided.
any other place than at the said Bank.
Sect. 11. Be it further enacted, That in to time, not exceeding seven days at any one year, and by confinement afterwards to hard him. JlndProvidedfurther, That the liability
;pecial appomtni*!
Sect. 5. Be it further enacted, That the to case the officers of any banking corporation time, until the sale of such real estate shall be labor in the State Prison for a period not of such Stockholders as aforesaid, shall not
tal amount of debts which any Banking Cor aforesaid in the usual banking hours shall re completed. All the right, title, claim and in less than three years, nor exceeding ten years, continue beyond the term of one year from
LIE,
poration shall at any time owe, whether by fuse or delay payment after demand made terest of any Bank, in any lands, tenements or according to the degree and aggravation of the and after the time he shall have duly trans
H to those who H
bond, bill, note or other contract, shall not ex at the bank in gold or silver money of any hereditaments, which have been or shall be offence.
ferred his stock, pursuant to the provisions of
ceed twice the amount of its capital stock ac note or bill of said corporation there present mortgaged for security of any debt, due or as
Sect. 22. Be it further enacted, That the this Act.
tually paid in, exclusive of the sums due on ed for payment, such corporation after fifteen signed to such Bank, shall be liable to be seized Cashier of every Bank shall make a return of
Sect. 29. Be it further enacted, That the
i NOTICE*
account of deposites ; nor shall there be due days from such demand shall be liable to pay and sold at Public Auction in the same man the state of such Bank as it existed at two holders of stock in any Banking corporation
to said Corporation at any one time, more as additional damages at the rate of twenty- ner as is prescribed for the sale and conveyance o’clock P. M. of the first Saturday in any aforesaid in this State, when its charter shall
than double the amount of its capital stock four per centum per annum for the time du ofthe real estate of such Banks. And any debt month, whenever thereto required by the expire, shall be chargeable in their private
actually paid in. In cases of excess of debts ring which such payment shall be delayed or secured by such mortgage and due to such Governor, and- shall transmit the same to the and individual capacities, and shall be holden
his friends and««
so due from said Bank, the Directors, under refused from and after said fifteen days ; Pro Bank at the time of the sale of such mortga office of the Secretary of State, within such for the payment and redemption of all bills
as let-his stole G
.whose administration it shall happen, shall be vided however, That such penalty shall cease ges, shah pass by deed of conveyance, execu time as shall be directed by the Governor in which may have been issued by said corpora
EORGE
liable for the same in their private capacities. upon a legal tender being made to the owner, ted by the officer who shall serve such writ of his requisition aforesaid ; which return shall tion, remaining unpaid, in proportion to the
to bavethX
And an action of debt may in such case be or owners of any bills demanded as aforesaid execution, and be completely and to all in specify the amount due from the Bank, desig stock.
{ they„ may respectively hold : Provided
>ds
at
the
old
staD
;J
.
,dsatt^<
brought against them or any of them, their at his or their place of residence, or to his or tents and purposes transferred to and vested in nating in distinct columns the several particu however, That this liability shall continue for
heirs, executors, or administrators, in any Court their attorney, of the amount of such bills and such purchaser; and such purchaser, or his lars included therein, and shall also specify the term of two years only from and after no
50nSWHhemfo'i*i
present then
proper to try the same, by any creditor or all costs, interest and damages which may legal representatives, may in his own name, the resources of the Bank, designating in dis tice given in the newspaper, which shall pub
ose-indebted o» * '
creditors of said corporation, and may be have accrued at the time of such tender.
maintain any action proper to recover such tinct columns the several particulars inclu lish the laws of the State, that such charter
! settlementprosecuted to final judgment and execution,
Sect. 12. Be it further enacted, That eve- debt, or to obtain possession of such lands, ded therein, and the said return shall be made has expired.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

f

Sect. 38.
38. Be it further enacted, That no ’ cers, is considerable ; but his retreat was pre-' griese frigates that are blockading that Island.
Sect.
Sect. 30. Be it further enacted, That any
MAIL ARTICLES.
Stockholder of any bank/who shall have Acts, or parts of Acts, inconsistent with the intended, and the object with. which he set! The English fleet has left the Tagus, with
been obliged to pay any debt or demand provisions of this Act, shall have effect upon, out was already accomplished. The two the exception of a brig and corvette for the
The following correspondence has afforded
against said bank out of his individual proper or in any way apply to the Banks, which Generals are understood to have a successful protection of British property and subjects.
Constitutionnel.
j much amusement hereabouts, and may be
ty, shall have a bill in equity, originally to be may hereafter be incorporated, or whose ■ lodgment in Lithuania. The people ot War
tried in the Suprême Judicial Court, to recov charters may hereafter be extended, after the ; saw were prepared for the worst, and had not
Letters received in London announce the : equally enjoyed at a distance. It is the gener of the difefetors through whose official time when such incorporation or extension j given themselves up to despair. The next capture of Fayas by the Portuguese squadron. | eral opinion that he of the Telegraph has the
mismanagement such liability was incurred, shall take effect : Provided, That nothing > arrival from those quarters must bring iiitelli- St. George’s and the Island of Pico had been ! Sub-Governor on the hip ; and we incline to
suspect that our Virginia readers will not
if any, or if not through their mismanagement, herein contained shall bi construed to repeal' gence of importance.
captured previously.
a
that their acting Executive cuts a very
' ■: We now come to the official despatch
from
.
to recover the proportional parts of such any of the provisions of an Act entitled “ An
BOLOGNA, MAY 19.
| think
gratifying figure. The Richmond Enqujr/r
smris of money as be may have so paid, from act to prevent frauds in the business’©!’Banks, Skrzynecki himself, which is here inserted,
The Austrian garrison will quit Ancona af-1
the other Stockholders, who may be liable for and of public officers and trusts,” passed the | REPORT OF THE COMMANDER T1IN& CHIEF.
ter the arrival of 10,000 Irishmen, who are to ' puts in a suggestion, that Governor Floyd has
The encounter of Gen. Lubienski, on the enter the Pope’s Army, the Swiss having re perpetrated an infraction of the Constitution
the same, and such damages and costs as the twenty-sixth day of February, in the year of
in ordering the obnoxious paper for the Ex
..... inst. with the mass of
... __
____ J1 „apr fused to serve him any longer.
the enemy,
Court may decree, and said bill of equity may our Lord one •thousand eight hundred and 23d
be inserted in a writ of attachment or original twenty-five : Provided also, That this Act prised me that Field Marshal Diebitsch was,
VIENNA, MAY 25.
I ecutive Department, without a vote of the
shall be in force and take effect from and af with his principal force, on the right bank of
summons.
It is reported thaf a Congress of the Great, Council ; but the Governor is a great stickler
the Bug, and that at any moment he could,Powers
_____________
Sect. 31. Be it further enacted, That the ter the first day of October next.
of Europe is about to bedield at Aix- j for limited powers, and is not likely to be
[Approved by the Governor, March 31,1831.] rejoin the guards. On the other hand, Geii. Ja-Chappelle, to settle the affairs of Belgium ! convicted ofsuch a faux pas. It is a very
Governor with the advice of the Council, bè
grave affair, however, and as our oracular
Chlapowski, intrusted with conveying sup- Lnc| Poland.
authorized and directed to appoint two Com
¡port to our Lithuanian brethren, having' A carop of
-7 80,000
2?/??men
___ will,
Ilf..'.
11, be Lfriend of Richmond says, nous verrons.
missioners whose duty it shall beat least once
it is___
said,
FOREIGN NEWS.____
1
Nat. Int.
joined them, had secured the object of our! formed in the Plain of Weis.—Augsburg Gaz.
a year and as much oftener as the Governor
The Packet ship. Sylvanus Jenkins at New- expedition. I then gave orders to commence )
arid Council shall deem it expedient, to in
The Lieutenant Governor of Virginia.
quire into and examine the doings and trans York from Liverpool, has brought London pa our retrograde movement before forces so su-1
IRELAND.
The Governor of Virginia is on a visit of it
actions of the several incorporated Banks in pers to the 8th June. The news from Poland is perior to our own. On the 24th the reserve, j Famine in the County of Mayo.—The Dub few days to the western part of the State, and
this State, and generally to ascertain the state gloomy. After a most sanguinary and bloody under Gen. Pac, was at Stocryn ; Gen. itu- ■ lin Evening Post says—■“ There are not few- j in consequence
___ _______ of
________
___ ____
11JC seat
his absence
from the
and condition ofthe same and whether there battle, the brave Polish army had been driven binski occupied the position of Crerwin ; er than 150,000 men, women and children, in [ of Government, the duties ofthe Executive
i<
Gen. Lubienski, with the second corps of,j a____
has been any departure by brokerage or other
state_ of actual starvation in the county of, devolve
on
Lieutenant Governor,
V Wi l
VH the
VJVM UI1UJ1, who
VVIIO,
wise from the ordinary business ofBanking back to their strong hold at Praga, near Warsaw, , cavalry and the division of Gen. Henry I| Mayo. HThis, we beg leave to say, is no ex- ' —
—
tu
.......
—
n
---r
,i
‘
j
as will appear from the following letter’
associations ; and said commissioners shall and we fear that the fate of that unhappy country ! Kamienski, was posted near the Nodburg ; ' aggerated statement. A census has been tak availed himself of his “ brief authority” to or-'
make report of their doings to the Governor is sealed. Particulars follow ;—Salem Register. and Gen. Gielgud marched upon Lomza, to en ofthe parishes'and towns and by compe der the discontinuance of the Telegraph.
and Council, to be laid before the Legislature.
occupy it. On the 25th Gen. Lubienski was tent and trustworthy pefsons, Who can depose
HARD FIGHTING IN POLAND.
RICHMOND, JUNE 30, 1831.
Sect. 32. Be it further enacted, That the
attacked by the Guards from Tykocin, and on oath, if necessary to the accuracy of the
Warsaw, may 26.
Sir : In the absenbe of the Governor froni
Commissioners appointed by the. Governor
An official account of Gen. Skrzynecki’s
Chorecre ; at the same time the army relufns. We have seen the frightful list in
and Council as aforesaid, shall have a right to operations, down to the taking of Tykociri^ i of the Field Marshal arrived from the Nur.
the hands of a gentleman, himself a landed the seat of Government, your paper has been
examine into the doings of any Banking cor has been published; Oil the eVehirig of the | I gave orders for our troops to pass to the propfietdk and one^of the most active and in- i brought to me from the Post Office, directeif
poration, chartered under the authority of 91st, our
___ troops
___
____ the
_ latter
_____ ____
Executive Department of Virginia. As;
differed
place _at the :
bank of the Narew, which was effected , telligent of the ueputation now in Dublin, Sir j
this State, with power to send for persons, pdiht ofthe bayonet, and dispersedi the
4-k^ grena- ’ nn
on thp.
the pvpninir
evening nFthp.
of the 25th.
25th, over both bridges.
bridges, Francis Blosse. There is, thefefore, no ex- ! ¡he head of that department at this time, I
books and papers, and shall have free access diers
_ „2of
_ _ _ _the
_ _ _ _Russian
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ C_Guard,
_ _ _ 1,_ _ _ _ _who
_ _ _________________
" 7—
—Gen.
attempted j hiI1 the----most
perfect order.
Gen.Lubienski
Lubienskiaggeratiom
aggeration. Famine, in the horrible and ! have to say to you that I am awareof no legal
’ n a dyke
' '
’ * ’
—a„j the rear-guard,
a
a
.„.
a
tr;ct sense of the term, is devouring in a part ! or regular warrant for the transmission of
to all their books and vaults, and if upon such to defend
which
passed......
behind * the i commanded
and,
to cover the I sstrict
examination it shall be found and after a full city *1...^..™!.
kt—
n i passage
he occupied
the heights ! of one county alone, a population of 150,000 ! your paper to the Executive of this State,
through ..I,
theà ..roroi
marshes
of the oNarew.
C„of the
. army,
„
.
t.. the morning -c
iuinan creatures.’
i The Council of State having never advised'in
of jhuman
hearing of said corporation thereon, be deter the same day our troops encountered, between ■ of Kekun andi of»rLawy.. In
’____________
relation to the subject, I think proper, to remined by the Legislature, that said corpora Ciechanowiec and Suraz, several detach- j—
the
the
positions
--26th,
----- -r
--------; of Gen.. Lubienski were
From Russia.—The .brig Czarina, Captain ' quest that no further numbers of your paper
tion have exceeded the powers granted them, ments of Marshal Diebitsch’s corps, which attacked with great impetuosity by the Field
or failed to comply with any of the rules, re were endeavoring to form a junction with the ! Marshal in person. Gon. LubiensKi retreated Dwyer, arrived at Boston, 18th inst. from Cron- ' be forwarded to the Executive, as under exQstrolenka, making a most vigorous re- stadt, whence she sailed on the 19th of May, and > isting circumstances you can have no claim
strictions and conditions provided in the laws Guards at Bialystock. A Russian corps of :i upon
.
upon the State for any of them. .
by- the city from Elsineur the 1st of June.
relating to them, their charter may thereupon 1,000 men under Sacken, has been cut off,! distance. His march was stopped
..
Yours, &c.
Capt. Dwyer reports that very little was
be declared forfeit and void ; and if any offi and is now retreating into the palatinate of i itself, which haff been set on fire by the morPETER V. DANIEL,
cer of any Bank or other person having charge Augusto wo, closely pursued by Gen. Siera- j tars of the; enemyj but, after having
--------------------passed
.
f---------------to published at St. Petersburg relative to the
Lieut. Governor of Virginia.
of the books and property of any Bank, shall kowski. From the palitinate of Podlachia
.... ....... |I the right bank of the Narew, our army at- Polish war, but that it was generally acknowl
refuse or neglect to exhibit said books and the Russians are rapidly retreating. On
C the I tempted to destroy the bridge. Placed, how- edged that the Russians had lost 80,000 men
WASHINGTON, JULY 7, 1831.
luvu
KJHV
.
- ~ of the campaign,
---- ..j------O '?
ever, ULlVlOl
under HIV
the fire VJJL
of the enemy, their
suc- | since the commencement
property,
or shall in any
said i <333, Gen. Uminski occupied Siedlec, and ai• UVVlj
I
.. way
. obstruct
’
Avaivtinotinn k<7 tho Cnm lYiiacmnori
’P•
1
•
•
cess
was
imperfect,
and
they
could
not
prei
and
that
the
Emperor
calculated
to
sustain
examination by the Commissioners as« «fni
afore
 i part, of/» 1his
S
ir
:
Upon
my
return home, after an ab
cavalry in pursuing the enemy up __ x . 1 _ Ti
_____
_____
___ *
Z 47V1! •_ 1 «» Izxi-ii-i . P QAD OfMA n'lni-i m t-k/i Ii-no I oiikiiiiratinn
said, he or they so offending shall be guilty of j on the road to Miendzyrzecz. 7Immediately
vent die Russians
from
repairing
it.—
This [ a loss of 200,000 men in the final subjugation sence of four days, I found your note of the
'
a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof) after Diebitsch had crossed the Bug, he turn circumstance enabled the division of grena- of" Poland.
■
30th ult. The copy of the Telegraph to
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding ten ed his whole force against Gen. Lubinski’s , diers under Prince Pzakowski to pass over
which it refers is intended for the Governor,
thousand dollars, or imprisonment at hard corps, which consisted only of a few thousand ' the right bank ot the Narew. The enemy’s
and not the Lieut. Governor of Virginia. “Un
POLITICAL
labor for a term not less than one nor more men, and having succeeded in surrounding |I division,
der existing circumstances,” you will please
’
, -protected "by
y -a numerous artillery,
From the Portland Advertiser.
than ten years, or by fine and imprisonment, our brave countrymen, he summoned them ; placed on a position on the opposite bank,
to return such copies as may have come to
as aforesaid, at the discretion of the Court.
your possession during his absence, to the
to surrender.
I commenced a vigorous fire. This protected
THE COUNTY OF YORK.
»<ricj»/vv4 anrl i iroc.ontiJrl
Sect. 33. Be it further enacted, That if at
post office in your city, to be placed with bis
He immediately threw himself on the col- * tkn
the zl
division,
and presented a QormilQ
serious obstacle
We
have
not
for
a
long
period
been
more
any
time
any
Banking
corporation
shall
reour
private papers. If he has’ not brought the
. . ...
.
i umn nearest to him which he completely to our attack. Nevertheless, several ooffour
’’dn*fu7i
thon "with
fuse
or
neglect
to
pay
any
of
its
bills
when
routed
,
and
sdcceeded
in
re-establishing
his
I
regiments
of
infantry
and
other
divisions
;
a
'^
d
with
any
document
than
with
the
f
f_
. .
.
"....................
'
subject of his subscription to the U. S. Teleaddress purporting to have come from the graph before the “ Council of State,” I pre
duly presented at its Banking
""”"3 house
— for payyy |'communication with the main army. The i charged the enemy with intrepidity.
long
time
one
of
real'
!
ate
Ja
^son
Convention
m
York
county.
It
ment in banking hours, or to pay any depos- particidars of this affair are not given in Gen. combat was for a
sume it was because he considered it a sub-,
ites made
by any person or persons
the en> ; is amusing to see the attempts of interested ject on which he was not required to ask their
,
^4» on j de- ! Skrzynecki’s report. In the palitinate of slaughter. We were unable to drive
sideXvith
'
luen
to
tr
^
e
w
’
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^
1
publæ
credulity,
or
to
make
mand,
and .......
shall for the
space
fifteen days
Lubli
Gen> nuuiffer
Rudi
has
advice ; or it may be that he intends hereafter
,----- .......
..... -1
—- of ------- j i j^uonn
vxen.
nas retreated
retreated behind
nenina emy
ciiv across the river, and on his i
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noirlaot to
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.
....
thereafter
neglect 0to„no
pay
payment
either
with
aa view
maintain
his
greatest
efforts, , he . could
not
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its is®bS
^.1U®t n noon
a?\wtl , aigV<ment.
to do so. It will be in time for you, as one of
;faoortender
thaholders
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r»uni
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euuei
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view to
to or
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’JithTenaiiyZ
_______
. whohad
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India
Trane
dwe
rig^rbaaW
advanced
Trade is wit
dJve'1 "P,0" 'vdh po«er.tous his advisers, to refuse your consent when it is
of such h;iio„„.M
bills aniideposites,
the
of’such
commU
iOns with
in conse.
ii
.
.
t
emphasis,
—
as
if
the
public
did
not
know,
bills and the person or persons making said |
ce ofhjg rearbei threatened by the in- in numerous columns, was obliged to retreat.
asked.
Yours, &c.
deposite may make complaint thereof in wn- , surgents. On the subroct of the insurrection Finally, the Russians, exhausted, towards that a late discriminating law of the British
DUFF GREEN.
Parliament had abolished in effect all that Hon. Peter V. Daniel,
LUC I
VÜI)
night retired HUUJ
from U!C
the Vlllül
other Blue
side of the
river,
ting to any Judge ofthe Supreme Judicial, in Volhyni a, Pod oh a, and the Ukrain e,numer- III£ilJl
from thatyhwr. Where would
Court, whose duty it shall be thereupon to ous
ris are ¡n circulation but the Govern- leaving only some sharp-shooters on the right
Lieutenant Governor of Virginia,
ronsmnff sucn
cause the President and Cashier of such Bank, ; nient are cautious of publishing
such lacts
facts as bank, who also retrogaded as far as the bridge. I lt naturally be expected that the profits of a
Richmond, Virginia.
lest the
to be notified to appear before him at such th are in posgessioS of
(
’ safety of Thus we remained masters of the field of trade with the British West India Islands
Certainly
large Co.„m«rComineitime and place as he may appoint, to answer intijvidlw|s lr¡¡ ht' be cot’npromised by their I battle.
I1 would
woldd be felt?
fe" ‘ c
>'rt»mlv in
m a la™
Improved Stores. A new plan is intro
tosuch complaint and snew cause against i ¡nd¡scretion> Gen. Dwernicki is no longer in
The battle ended at 12 o’clock at night. 1 , cial town like Portland. *Now we know not duced in New-York ; that is, a floor upon air
a
single
vessel
that
has
cleared
from
this
port
forther proceedings thereon ; and it said , Gallicia.-—The Austrians have sent him to , ordered the army to proceed to Pultusk.—
inclined plane, rising gradually from front to
President or Cashier shall not appear, or ap-¡ pregbu
nd his officers aré all to be placed i This march was effected without the least in-; for any
- British West
. India Island,- while„the rear.
rear'. This makes a most gorgeous disphv^
pearing shall not shew sufficient cause against; in confinement at Ohnutz. Our light cavalry | terruption on the part of the enemy. We ’ trade £ the town 1S supported by the West to the .pasSer-tby. An improvement might
India
Trade,
which wnnlri
would .mmpd.atplv
immediately mn
run easily be made upon this plane; the whole
further proceedings, it shall be the duty ofhas advanced some wrests beyond Tykocin i have
1 -----"---------------------TraHp
not'-------been able
to ascertain
our1'loss, but Tndia
.
, . - which
such Judge thereupon, to appoint three disin but no account has been received of the occu : it is considerable on both sides, both in killed i ir].to
channels provided any prospect front ofthe store should rest on two door
! of profit existed. The Resolutions dwell up- II posts ; let the windows compose all the reterested and discreet Commissioners, who pation of Bialystock by our troops.
and wounded.
shall give bond with sufficient sureties for the
We have taken some hundred soldiers and on the restitution made by Denmark to the |j maining part of the front—then have thtf
U. States under Jackson’s administration ;1, shelves, drawers, and side cases, all fixed toa
faithful discharge of their trust, to the satis
several officers.
LONDON, JUNE 8.
faction of such Judge, in such sumas he shall
!
but the writer f orgot to add that Mr. Wheaton, j raoveab]e floor in convenient sections of 12
(The
report
concludes
with
praise
of
the
The German papers last received, prove
determine, to take into their custody and pos but too strongly that thé poor Poles stand in , officers and men, and a promise of a more appointed by Mr. Adams, brought this nego- j O), 15 feeteach ; then construct rollers under
tiation into a successful train before Jackson> the -floor ; when
-the whole
...
session all the books, papers, property and need, not of the sympathies, but more active detailed report.)
sides could be
came into office. He also forgot to tell us, removed into the street in a few minutes in
estate ofsuch corporation, and such Commis interpositions, of every liberal heart and hand
(Signed)
“Commander-in-Chief,
that the only Minister Plenipotentiary who case of fire.
sioners or the major part of them, shall there at this moment. Their brilliant successes,
Skrzynecki.”
has effected under Jackson, any negotiation
by be authorized to demand and receive ofthe which we reported but two days ago, appear
« Pultusk, May 27.”
profitable to the government, was Mr. Wheat
President, Directors and Cashier of any such ! suddenly to have given place to alarming re
The chimney-pieces for the new State
on, an Adams man ; and for this success we are
Bank, all its real and personal estate, with all verses. The last accounts of their proceed
FRANCE.
were finished and sent to Augusta a
the books and evidences of debts due to such ings represented them as having cleared their
The elections engage all minds. Casimer indebted to his continuance in office. The' House
Bank, making & delivering to such President, country of every Russian soldier, and in the Perier has addressed a letter to the prefects writer speaks of claims on Brazil and Co- i few days since. They were manufactured in
Directors and Cashier, or either of them, ac ardour of a triumphing pursuit after the fugi of communies, giving directions for the for-jI lorobia. We apprehend fancy has been at ! the Marble Ware-House of J. O’Brien, of this
curate lists and memoranda of such estates, tive battalions of the enemy into Lithuania.— mation of the electorial lists. The ministry work upon him, for we have been steady i place, and some of them were fine specimens
watchers of the progress of négociations for j of workmanship. Four of them in particular
books and debts, and it shall be the duty ofsuch We now learn the melancholy fact of their entertain hopes of a small majority.
three years past, and remember no such sue- : were equal to anything of the kind we have
commissioners, or the major part of them, and being driven back in their turn : some of the
From the Journal du Commerce, June 4.
cess as he hurrahs over. “ A free trade with ever seen. One intended for the Council
they are hereby authorized forthwith to dis important fruits of their late victories wrested
“ We have just seen a letter from St. Gall the Black Sea,” is set down to the credit of , Chamber, is of the Grecian style, and com
pose of such estate and collect such debts, and from them ; and their main army, instead of
of the 26th of May, from which we make the Jackson. Render this credit to the Balkan posed of beautiful native marble, taken from
pay the demands against such corporation.
being intrenched, as assailants before Bialy- 1
Sect. 34. Be it further enacted, That such stock, resting under the guns of Praga for following extract :—“ You will be as much Passer, for he first stipulated the opening of our own inexhaustable quarries. Two others
Commissioners, or the major part of them protection, and its Chief’s head quarters once surprised as we are, to hear that whilst Switz- j1 this Sea to civilized nations. The writer I designed for the Senate Chamber are but lit
shall be authorized and empowered to sell at more at Warsaw. The Russian and Polish erland is disarming, all the villages on the ex- j! would have done well not to forget, .that the ! tle inferior—they are of the Ionic order. The
public auction after giving thirty days public accounts of the events which took place be treme frontier have received Austrian garri- .' Commissioners appointed to negociate this caps of the columns, called we think, the Ion
notice of such sale, any real estate belonging tween the 23d and 28th of May, have been sons, and yet, at no time during peace have treaty, were appointed, to use the language ' ic cap or capital, were wrought with great
to such corporation, and to make and deliver received, which do not differ very materially they been known to be occupied by a single of two distinguished Jackson men, Tazewell skill, and were beautiful specimens of work
in the name of such corporation any deed or from each other. The main purpose of soldier. If it be considered that there is no and Tyler, ivithout authority, and in violation manship. They were the first of the kind
other instrument necessary to the due and Skrzynecki’s aggressive movements, in which passage into Italy from that part of the fron ofthe Constitution. Let the writer look at j ever made here. One more intended for the
complete transfer and conveyance of such es he drove the enemy before him beyond the tiers, this movement of Austrian troops may their speeches, and he may be instructed. In I Anti-Room, is of a different model but not
tates and mortgages, and said commissioners, border, as on a former occasion stated, is now be a cause of reflection for our statesmen as speaking of foreign relations, we put it to the inferior in quality. There were several oth
candor of the writer, should he not mention j ers for the committee-rooms, offices, &c.,suit
or the major part of them shall further be au explained to be the introduction of 12,000 well as those of France.
FARIS, JUNE 5.
the fact of Mr. Randolph’s appointment to able for their places, and less expensive. We
thorized to collect all debts due and owing men, under Gen. Gielgud arid Gen. ChlapThe Gazette of Thurgovia positively con Russia, the equipment of a vessel of war to ! think the whole cannot fail of giving satisfac
to such corporation, and to commence and owski, into Lithuania, in order to give coun
prosecute in the name of the corporation, or tenance and support to the insurgents there. firms the news which we have given of the transport him thither, bis ten days residence j tion.—We understand the patterns were fur
in their capacity as Commissioners as afore That object being accomplished, he thought approach of the Austrian troops to the fron in the Russian capital, his pranks—his mi- ! nished by Mr. Emery, the superintendant on
said, any action necessary to the collection of proper to retreat, as he had reason to believe tiers ofSwitzerland. This news, adds the I gration to England—his debility, and, con the State House : they do credit to his judg
such debts : Provided, That so soon as such that the force of the enemy, which consisted paper above quoted, deserves all the attention templated return home ? Should he not have ment and taste.
It is a subject for honest exultation, that we
Commissioners shall have realized from the of Diebitsch’s own corps and -the Guards, of the Federal authorities.
mentioned the success of Mr.' Rives in ob
A letter from Colmar, of June, contains the taining nothing at all for our French claims ; i can furnish nearly all the materials for our
property of the corporation a sum sufficient to with whom he succeeded in effecting a junc
pay all its debts, their power shall cease, and tion, were vastly superior to his own. He re following particulars.—“ All the roads in the should he not have mentioned the submis-. public buildings. It is composed of our own
it shall be their duty to surrender to such cor traced his steps, and upon the 25th crossed Austrian States are crowded with troops. An sion, begging, and flattering of Mr. McÉane j Granite, cemented with our own Li ore, awl
poration, all the remaining property and es the Narew in good order, leaving General army of 60 or 80,000 men is forming on the at the feet of the British throne ? should he : furnished and ornamented with our own mar
tates, together with all the books and papers Lubienski with the rear guard to cover the frontiers of Bavaria, and Lindau is full of sol not have spoken of Don Miguel, that monster ble, and we trust it will hereafter be graced
diers. The Emperor has summoned to arms in human shape, whom our President was with statesmen of our own rearing.
belonging to it.
retreat. This General, having taken up a fa
Thomaston Register.
Sect. 35. Be it further enacted, That such vorable position upon a high ground, was the population of that part of Hungary which the first to recognize in his official capacity,
Commissioners shall be entitled to retain to able to arrest the progress of the enemy upon adjoins Turkey.”
which hondr he has repaid by burning our
their own use fortheir services, such sum as the 25th ; but, on the morning of the 26th,
vessels and plundering American seamen ?
Highway Robbery.—The Danville, Pa. In
BELGIUM.
may be agreed upon between them and such was attacked by the whole force of the Rus
Should he not—we put it to him in candor, telligencer states that on the 5th instant, Mr.
The Belgian Congress on the 4th of June1 conclude with an account like the following*?
corporation, and in case of disagreement such sians, led on by Diebitsch himself, and of
John C. Thiel, of that place, was robbed on
sum as shall be determined by any one ofthe course driven from his ground. He was able, proceeded to declare his Royal' Highness’
Gen. Jackson, Dr. to the removal of Mr. bis way from Pottsville, by a highwayman,
Leopold George Frederick, Prince of Saxe
Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court.
' Middleton and the sending out of Mr. Ran who was armed with a pistol. The robber is
however, to effect the passage of the bridge
Sect. 36. Be it further enacted, That if in good order.—Fire was then set to the Coburg, King of the Belgians, in conformity dolph,
$18,000 described as “ about 5 feet 8 or 10 inches
the President, Directors or Cashier of any bridge, but the Russians arrested its progress to the constitution.
high, of rather sandy complexion, with long
The President and the Congress, and the, to which should be added fifty or six
such Bank shall upon demand made by such and succeeded in preserving so much of this
ty thousand dollars for cost in fitting
curly hair, and gives the New-England accent
Commissioners refuse or neglect to surrender structure as enabled the troops on both sides galleries, applauded, by clapping their hands,’ out a war vessel.—All resulting in
to his conversation—he is about 30 or 3a
to them all the books, papers, property, estates to wage upon it one of the most sanguinary and cries of “ Bravo 1 and long live our nothing, as another minister must now
years of age.”
and demands ofsuch corporation, such Presi conflicts which is recorded in modern times. King I”
The1 Congress next proceeded to name aL be sent out to take his place.
dent, Directors and Cashier so refusing and
To”the removal of Mr. Everett and
The
soldiers
were
engaged,
man
to
man,
The editor of the Charleston Courier men
Commission
often Members, including the„
neglecting, shall thereupon severally become
18,000 tions a curious stalk of corn, which was pluck
' the appointment of Mr. Van Ness,
up
to
10
o
’
clock
at
night,
and
the
slaughter
President,
who
are
to
proceed
to
London
to
liable in their individual capacity for the pay
To
the
removal
of
Mr.
Hughes
and
ed in a garden in that city. The spike or ear
ment of all debts due from such corporation, was immense. The Poles are said to have announce his election to the new Monarch.
18,000 which grows generally from the stalk, at the
the appointment of Mr. Preble,
and any creditor to such corporation, may lost 4,000 men, and the Russians 14,000 to
LONDON, JUNE 8.
To
the
removal
of
Mr.
Harrison
and
point w here the blade joins it, in this case
have and maintain his action against such 16,000. In the result the Russians were re
There seems a fatality about the sovereign’ the appointment of Mr. Moore,
18,000 came out in the centre of the tassel. The cob
President, Directors and Cashier or either of pulsed ; and the Poles, not deeming it neces ty of Belgium. It has been determined, it
To the removal of Mr. Barbour and
with the grains upon it are all perfectly form
them, to recover in their individual capacity, sary to their purpose to recommence the seems, with the concurrence of Prince Leop the appointment of Mr. McLane,
18,000 ed, but are without any shook or covering.
the amount of his just demand against such strife, rested for the night of the 26th upon old, to refuse the Crown on the terms which1
To the removal of Mr. Brown and
the field of battle. Next day Skrzynecki led the Deputation are alone authorized to offer.
One or two ears of smaller size are also at
corporation.
18,000 tached to the stalk.
the appointment of Mr. Rives,
Sect. 37. Be it further enacted, That such his troops to Pultusk, and thence to Praga,
Add now the recall of Mr. McLane
Banks in this State, as' now exist and whose where they can take some repose after such
PORTUGAL.
and the appointment of Mr. Van Buren
charters shall not be renewed or extended ac great labor. In their retreat they were unmo
A marketman in Williamsburg, L. I- went
Don Miguel having allowed the twenty-. —a change effected by “ the malign
cording to the provisions of this act, shall lested by the barbarians, and the cannon, and
into
his barn with a lanthorn, early on Wed
18,000
>
influence,
”
1
four
hours
given
him
to
return
an
answer
to
continue corporate for and during two years other munitions of war, were brought off in
nesday
morning, to get some hay for his horse.
the
demand
of
France
to
elapse
without
offer

from the time when their charters shall re the best order, No prisoners have been lost.
We learn from undoubted authority, says The hay suddenly took fire, the barn was
spectively expire, forth e sole purpose of col The Imperial Guards, part of the Archduke ing the required satisfaction, a Portuguese
burnt, and the man perished.
lecting their debts, selling and conveying Michael’s division, were the troops principally corvette, coming from Terceira, was capt the Wiscasset Yankee, that the number of
their property and estate, and remaining liable engaged, and they are admitted by the Poles ured by the French frigates, and sent to Brest, vessels now building on the Damariscotta
Silicide.—Matthew Middleditch, aged 48, a
for the payment of all debts due from such to have fought with great bravery. The where the Government has been informed, River are sixteen, and that among them are
corporation, and being capable of prosecuting Polish general, in his despatch, frankly ad by a telegraphic despatch, received yesterday, ships of 400 tons and upwards. The whole farmer in easy circumstances in Boston, N. 1«
and defending suits at law, and of choosing mits the losses which he has sustained, but she has arrived. The French squadron after number of tons of shipping now on the hung himself in his own orchard, 3d instant.
Directors, for the purpose aforesaid and for his tone is any thing but desponding. The wards left the mouth of the Tagus for Tercei Stocks, is more than three thousand. Oh ! Occasional intemperance is assigned as the
loss of men, and two valuable General Offi- ra, in order to take possession of the Portu- that American System.
cause.
¿losing their concerns.
a
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Ar. at New-Orleans, 3d inst. brig Mexico,
J would not insult you by an application which
The biennial election for inembers of the Smith, Providence.
—The National republicans of Brunswick
could
only
be
founded
on
such
an
inference.
__ SATURDAY» JULY 3OS 1831.
next Congress, will take place in the States of Ar. at Bristol, 23d, sch. Helen, hence.
The
course, I, have taken with
regard
to met, on Saturday evening last, according to Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri, on
Ar. at New-York, 20th, brigs Mor'decai, Ham
p_l
T l____
„ .
®
Col. Johnson’s letter, grew out of circumstan- : previous public notice» to choose delegates to the
MORE OF THE BATTLE»
first Monday in August. These elections, mond, Matanzas ; Janies & Isabèlla, Dùìileviè
30
days from New-Orleans.
ces
which
will
justify
me
to
him,
although
he
I
j
the
State
and
County
Conventions
to
be
Several important documents have, within
at all times important, assume a double inter
Ar. at Providence, 22d, schs. Morning-Star*
did not authorise me to publish his letter. My 1 iinidpn m
oa a
n t
est
at
the
present
time,
from
the
possibility
—
a few days, been added to those already before sole
object was, at once to clear the skirts of „°lden at 1,H
2d August. Dr. Jonathan
Mary & Betsey, and D’Wolf, from Saco.
the public in relation to the dissolution of the the President of a charge which you are well |
was chosen Chairman, and Noah we might say probability—that the Presiden
Sailed from Havana, 11th inst. ship Plato
tial
Election
will
again
devolve
Upon
the
Cabinet. Mr. Berrien, the Ex-Attorney Gen i aware ought not to be attached to him ; for i! Hinckley Secretary* The necessary com- House of Representatives. Should there be, Wise, °i* Philadelphia,- for Hamburg.
- have,
‘
’
' explicitly
” ‘
- mittees, &c. were appointed, and a preamble as is probable, three» perhaps four candidates
you
as ’I understand,
declared
Sailed from Matanzas, 6th inst. Mordecai,
eral, has been drawn into the newspaper con b
vou. at the time when .....1 _____ i. • -. i
t ,.
that he disclaimed to you,
Hammond, New-York.
test, and his evidence is full and explicit. Af jj you
for
the
Presidency,
such
a
contingency
would
and
several
spirited
resolutions
were
reported
were in communication with Col. John
At Havana, 7th inst. barque Philetas. After
ter reading his address to the public every son, any design like that imputed to him.
by a committee appointed for the purpose, 1 appear to be almost inevitable. In that event loading she sprung aleak, and would have to dis
the
political
complexion
of
the
Representa

charge
person must feel perfectly satisfied, (if any
With regard to conversations between your and adopted. We copy a few of the resolu tives in Congress from each State, will be days. —would probably sail for Bremen in 10
doubts before existed) as to the true cause of self and Col. Johnson, I shall certainly ab tions :
come a matter of*great -interest * and the peo
SPOKEX.
the dissolution. A controversy relative to this stain, as I have hitherto abstained, from ma
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meet ple, in casting up the qualifications of the va
15th inst off Cape Hatteras, brig Cadmus,
ing, Messrs. James Bridge, Reuel Williams, rious candidates, ought by all means to take from New-Orleans, for Portsmouth.
question had been carried on between Duff king “ any partial or imperfect statements.”
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
and others, who in their Circular of August, this subject into their consideration. In most
July 9, brig Vernon, Durrill, of this port, for
Green, the editor of the Telegraph, (formerly
F. P. BLAIR.
1829, said that “ if Judge Smith be elected, of the States the members of the next Coh- Liverpool.
the Jackson but now considered the Calhoun
We have no room for more of the corres we have satisfactory evidence that he will not gress have already been chosen, and their po
organ) and the editor of the Globe (the “ Court
remove faithful public officers, nor make his litical character is ascertained. The States
e
pondence to-day, but shall endeavor to pub-1 appointments
exclusively from either of the of Maine, New-Hampshire,'New-York, Geor
paper,”) during which the former avered that
lish the remainder in our next. Beside the existing political parties,” are under a moral gia, and Pennsylvania, contain a majority of York, ss. ipAKEN on execution, and will
the dissolution of the cabinet was attributable above, four other letters passed between Mr.
be sold at Public Vendùe, at
obligation to make known to the people of Jackson members, and there is no doubt that
alone to the President’s determination to in Berrien and Mr. Blair. Mr. Blair’s last com this State, what that “ evidence” was. We, the States of North Carolina, Alabama, Mis the store of Timothy Shaw, Esq. in Sanford,
troduce Mrs. Eaton, into “ good society”— munication induced Mr. Berrien to publish as citizens of Maine solemnly call upon those sissippi and Tennessee, will elect a majority in said County of York, on Thursday, the
twenty-fifth day of August, A. D. 1831, at. two
and in the course of his argumente to prove an address to the public, the following ab gentlemen for a “ satisfactory” explanation, of the same political character ; thus giving o Clock in the afternoon, all the right in equity
inasmuch
as
Gov.
Smith
has
practically
given
Gen.
Jackson
in
the
House
of
Representatives
this, he stated, that Col. Johnson, a member stract of which is given in the Boston Daily the lie to all their statements.
9 votes certain. A majority of the members of redemption which William Stoné, of
Shapleigh, in said County, has to redeem
Df Congress, by the direction of the President Advertiser.
Resolved, That Messrs Bridge, Williams from each of the States of Vermont, Massa the farm on which he npw lives, situated and
balled upon Messrs. îngham, Berrien and
chusetts,
Connecticut,
N.
Jersey,
Delaware,
and
others,
are
bound
by
the
principles
of
“ The National Intelligencei’oflast evening
lying in the game Shapleigh, containing one
Branch, to converse with them on the subject contains an address to the publiq by Mr. Ber honor and honesty, if Gov. Smith and his Ohio and Louisiana, are decided Anti-Jack hundred Acres mófe of less, and bounded by
son,
to
which
may
be
added
the
States
of
friends
have
deceived
them
by
fair
promises,
}df the social intercourse between their fami rien, the late Attorney General^on the subject
Rhode Island and Maryland, making an ag lands of Thomas Garvín, Paul Garvin, Johii
of the
nes and that of Mr. Eaton. Those gentlemen ea
Irorlate cabinet difficulties, which is extort now to desert him and his party, and publish gregate of 9 certain votes for Mr. Clay. The Thompson, Junior, Samuel Pilsbùry and Jo
to the world their reasons for so doing. ‘ The
rèfüsed to suffer the President to dictate to ! ed from r him by certain publications in the . people of Maine expect them to do their duty.’
result of the elections therefore, in the four seph Pilsbury, as also several tracts or parcels
. This address contains a narrative of
of Land belonging to and occupied with the
them as to their family affairs, and the disper- ) what took placé at the interview between Col.
Resolved, That the conduct of Samuel E. States above mentioned, becomes exceedingly same farm ; all of the land or real estate being
important,
and
will
be
looked
to
with
great
sion was the consequence. On the other Johnson, acting at the request of the Presi Smith in attending a party celebration of the
anxiety. At the present moment it is quite as under the incumbrance of a mortgage to John
hand, the Globe denies all this and says there dent, and Messrs. Ingham, Branch and Berri Anniversary of our Country’s birth day, is fair to presume that their results will be fa Storer of said Sanford, by deed dated June
highly
derogatory
to
a
high-minded
and
hon

was a “ want of harmony” in the Cabinet, en, in January last, and ata subsequent inter orable man, disgraceful to him as the Gov vorable to Mr. Clay, as that Virginia, S. Car 20th, 1829, for the payment of the sum of
view between the three last named gentlemen
three hundred and eleven Dollars and twenty
owing entirely to the intrigues of the Cal- and the President. It is accompanied with a ernor of a State, and that that, together with olina, or even Pennsylvania, will give their three cents, with interest,—for amore particu
suffrages
to
Gen.
Jackson.
The
aspect
of
Jioun party,” which was the cause of the Pres copy of a correspondence between Mr. Berri many other of his party movements, are a
things in Kentucky and Indiana is decidedly lar description reference can be had to the
ident’s course. An article in the Globe on’ en and Col. Johnson, and between the former gross violation of his, and his friends repeated unfavorable to the present Administration. registry of deeds for said county of York.
promises, and for which he merits the angry
JETHRO GOODWIN, Dep. Sheriff.
Illinois and Missouri doubtful. A month
this subject, contained a paragraph which and Major Eaton, and also a particular state frowns of an insulted community.
June 29th, 1831.
ment of the transactions, drawn up by Mr.
hence, we can speak with more certainty on
called from Mr. Berrien the following letter to Ingham.
Resolved, That Samuel E. Smith is the the subject.—N. Y. Jour, of Com.
Mr. Blair, the editor of that paper.
Wanted Immediately.
Col. Johnson told Mr. Ingham that the Governor of a faction, or rather is himself
A N active, intelligent lad, from 14 to 16
Mr. Berrien to Mr. Blair.
President had determined on the removal of governed by that faction, which we consider
A Windfall.—We understand that a respect djh. years of age, as an apprentice to the
the three gentlemen from office, unless they an imposition upon the people.
WASHINGTON, 19tH JULY, 1831.
able mechanic, now residing in this city, re
Resolved, That the rights of the people and ceived a letter from London, by the packet Tin Business. Apply to
Sir—Tn an article under the editorial head, agreed at once that their families should visit
JESSE LARRABEE.
in your paper of this morning, which has re Mrs. Eaton, and invite her to their large par the Constitution of this State have been whol ship Corinthian, on Saturday last, announcing
Kennebunk-port, July 30, 1831.
lation io a controversy between the Editor of ties—that he had made up his mind to desig ly disregarded in the Bill apportioning Rep the fact, that he had fallen heir to a title and
the Telegraph and yourself, I observe the nate Mr. Dickens to take charge of the Treas resentatives among the several towns, passed estate worth £80,000 per annum. The sub
ury Department, Mr. Kendall for the Navy by the last Legislature, and that the principle ject of this paragraph is, as we learn, a very
following remarks.
HE subscriber having concluded to close
“ At this point, we should have dropped Department, and that he would find an At therein established endangers our liberties, as respectable and pious man, of the Methodist
his business in Wells, requests those
the controversy, but we have understood that torney General somewhere. He said that the we believe it to be contrived for electioneer persuasion.—JV*. Y. Gaz.
President
was
so
excited
that
he
was
like
a
ing and party purposes ; to insure a majority
who have unsettled accounts to call at his
it is reported to give countenance to the con
roaring
lion,
&c.
—
The
President
told
Mr.
Ing1
of men to strengthen and perpetuate a partic
. store in that place and settle with Geo. A.
tradicted statement of the Telegraph, that
The Baltimore Chronicle says it is one of Frost, who is authorised to adjust the same.
1
party, instead of representing the inter
shews that we had no warrant for the denial ham that “ Mrs. Eaton had been persecuted, ular
the
on
dits
of
the
day,
that
Amos
Kendall,
'
and wishes of their constituents.
Those who expect to pay their dues in
we made as to him. We take the liberty, that the lady ofa foreign Minister was one of ests
W. G. Lewis, and Wm. T. Barry, are to be —
WOOD or LUMBER, must deliver it at said
therefore, of quoting from the letter of Colonel the conspirators against her, and that he
Resolved, That the true Working-men’s dismissed.
Johnson, which we have, his expressdeclara- WOUJ^ send her and her husband home, and , System
r ..... is
_ the. “ tAmerican
x<„v.,v«u System,” <mu
store by the twentieth day of Sept, next, at
and max
that
' that
f the
’ President
~ ...............
- the ex 'teacb,hltn
bis master that the wife of a he who would endeavor to destroy the latter
which time all accounts must be balanced by
tion
did not make
member Aoff »..«
his cabinet was netto
not to be
he thu3
thus is
¡rtoteHy'opposed
mThe
Fire.—We understand that one of the note or otherwise.—Persons having demands
totally opposed to
the interests of the workaction of the members of his Cabinet, charged memher
*
* this
■ * country.
buildingsi belonging to the Woolen Factory^ against
--------hiin
------Ine statements of Mr. Berrien and1 ing
men in
will- please present the same to
by the Telegraph. The Col. says—‘ He. trcatcil»
Great b alls took fire on Wednesday last, in a said Frost for payment.—His remaining stock
(Gen. Jackson) never authorised me to require Mr. Ingham agree substantially, except that j
------uwill
- ~ 1be
J -------sold at----cost for CashT
social intercourse, &c., &c. He always dis the latter is more circumstantial than the oth- I A spirited and well written pamphlet has room in which wool is kept, and about 1500 1 of Goods
JOHN STORER.
claimed it ; I told the parties so.’ These are er. The length of those documents makes it just been issued from the press, in Portland, lbs. of wool were destroyed. Fire was sup
posed to have communicated from a stove
Sanford, July 20, 183'1.
the words of the Colonel, to the word, point, impossible for us to publish them to day.
entitled “ A brief sketch of Parties, the Brit- funnel. The loss of wool and damage to the
and letter. If this does not satisfy, we must
refer the parties making the charge, to the
Next Governor.—Our friends will recol& American, with an account of the ex- building probably about $1000.
Portsmouth Jour.
AMBRIDGE SELECTION-ok
witness called by them.”
lectthat the national republican State Conven- j traorr^nary doings of the Maine Legislature
DABNEY’S HYMNS—-large and
The reference thus made to me, renders it tion will be hol’den at Portland on Tuesday ! for
^or W
1’” This work is
25 cents a
1831.
‘ sold at
„,"3
Miniature Editions;
Capt. Hazard shot an eagle last Sunday
necessary that I should submit the following
observations to the public, and I have ac next, when a candidate for Governor will be C0PY’ an^ web wortb the money, Much near the Beaver-tail light-house, Newport, Worcester’s Watts, and select HYMNS *
cordingly to ask that you will give them a nominated. Several able and worthy gentle- ' information can be derived from its pages. It which was 7 feet 4i inches between the wings, Church Member’s Guide ; Frugal Housewife.
place in your paper.
Pocket ISibles,
men have been recommended in the newspa will probably be for sale in this town next and weighed 8 lbs.
I have not authorised the report of which pers as possessing the requisite qualifications week.
40 PER CENT. CHEAPER than ever before offered.
you speak, and I would have told you so,
William M. Smith, whose friends and rela
tions live in Buxton, in the County of York, AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF
without hesitation, if you had intimated its for this office, but who will be selected we
From the N. Y. Com. Advertiser July 25.
^existence to me. That such a course would are unable to predict. The nomination of
Maine, died at the Alms House in Bangor, on School Hooks & Stationary^
the 14th of July inst.—Reg. of Tuesday.
have been more conformable to the views of Eliakim Scamman, of Pittston, appears to
OUT AT LAST!
Blank Books, Paper Hangings, &c. &c. &c.
^Colonel Johnson, I infer from the following be very popular. He was first named by the
Yesterday’s southern mail brought another
just received and for sale on the most favor
(tF’A Probate Court will be holden in this able terms, at the
■considerations.
chapter of the correspondence which has
BOOKSTORE.
I have a letter from that gentleman, in Hallowell Advocate and the domination has jI been elicited in the progress of the Great town on Monday next.
Kennebunk, July 2, 1831.
which, after stating his object and motives, in been warmly seconded by the Brunswick j Controversy between the different sections of
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
seeking the interview, which, with the ap Journal, Bangor Register, &c. &c. *Mr. the late Cabinet,
’'
” ’ with the
‘ illustrious
which,
probation of the President, he held with Scamman is favorably known to the people Chieftain at its head, has enveloped this hap
The National Republicans of Maine,
Messrs. Branch, Ingham, and myself, he pro
py nation “ in a blaze of glory.” The papers opposed to the proscriptive and prodigal
HE ENGINE COMPANY, on the East
ceeds to remark that he has not himself seen of this State as an able and efficient member to which we now refer, are a continuation of measures of the National and State Adminis
ern side of Scotchman’s Brook, are
the necessity, or propriety, of any allusions in of the last legislature. He particularly dis the correspondence between Messrs. Berrien trations, are notified to meet in Convention
hereby notified to attend at the Engine House
newspapers, to this interview, and adds, that tinguished himself in the debate on the noto and Blair. And as they will ofcourse be read at Portland, on TUESDAY the 2d day of
if any should consider it necessary, then the rious “ Healing Act.” His remarks were re first in order, the reader will readily perceive August next, to select some suitable person to on Monday next, at 7 o’clock, P. M.
Kennebunk, July 30, 1831.
great object should be to state the conversa
that the insolent letters of Air. Blair, the mis be recommended as a candidate for Governor
tion correctly, for which purpose, his views plete with good sense, sound reasoning and representations of which were avowedly fram at the ensuing election, and to transact such
were made known in that letter, in order that cutting satire. We believe Mr. Scamman is a ed under the advisement and sanction of the other business as may be deemed expedient.
Per order of the State Committee.
any misunderstanding might be corrected. clergyman of the Methodist connexion—he is President of the United States himself, left
LL persons having unsettled accounts
June 13.
Acquiescing in the propriety of this sugges represented by those personally acquainted i but one course open to the late Attorney Genwith the subscriber are requested to
tion, I immediately communicated to Col. with him, as a most worthy man, sustaining era1> v,iz.:. “»
call and have the same adjusted ; and all those
««far his own
HYMENEAL.
Johnson a statement of the conversation re
... .
’ „
I name, to the people of the United States. That
indebted to him by Note or account are re
ferred to, as it was very distinctly impressed an irreproachable character and well qualified | appeal has been made with equal promptness
quested to make immediate payment, and all
MARRIED
—
In
Boston,
Rev.
Otis
A.
Skinner,
on my memory—and sufficient time has not in every respect to discharge acceptably and and vigor ; and it speaks in a voice potent as
Pastor of the Universalist Society in Baltimore, those who neglect to pay before the 1st of
yet elapsed, I believe? to authorise me to ex successfully the duties devolving upon the thunder. The statement of Mr. Berrien, and to Miss Angela M. Streeter, eldest daughter of September next, must expect to find their ac
pect an answer in the regular course of the Chief Magistrate of our State. If Mr. S. is the still more astounding developements of Rev. Sebastian Streeter, formerly ofPortsmouth. counts in the hands of an Attorney.
mail. However this may be, I have not re
Mr. Ingham, must most assuredly overwhelm
In Smithfield, R. I. 14lh inst. Mr. William
JOSHUA CURTIS.
ceived any. Independently therefore, of my nominated we shall cheerfully yield him our the executive, whom Col. Johnson informs us Osborne, of Dover, to Miss Mercy P. Rathbone,
Kennebunk-port, July 6, 1831.
reluctance to appear before the public, in re hearty support. We want an honest» capa acted “ like a roaring lion,” with deep and ev of the former place.
lation to any matters connected with the dis ble, faithful and independent mân—and one erlasting disgrace. We have no room for
solution ofthe late cabinet, a reluctance which who is decidedly Opposed to the present na commentary this evening ; indeed our anxiety
OBITUARY.
Remaining in the Post Office at Berwick,
could only be yielded to my own strong con
to throw the whole matter before the public
Me. June 30, 1831.
tional
administration.
Such
a
man
is
now
viction of the propriety of such a measure, I
at the earliest moment, has induced us to fore
DIED—Ip Saco, 8th inst. a child of Mr.
A.
B. C. D. E. F. G.
G
eorge
F
ogg
,
aged
about
9
months.
needed
at
the
head
of
our
State
administra

hqve thought that the understanding implied
go the publication of almost every thing else
ZRA BILLINGS* Oliver Buller» jr.—
In Windham, Conn, on Monday last, after a
in the correspondence, to which I have re tion, and let who will be nominated, provided furnished by the mails, until another day.
Charles Davis,—Parthina Grant, Thank
ferred, would be violated, by publishing a he possess these qualifications, there çân be We cannot forbear, however, to call the at protracted and distressing sickness, Mrs. Mary
ful S. Garey, William F. Gordon.
Statement of what passed at the interview in
tention of the reader to the following points W. Bingham.
In Rochester, July 16, Marcy, wife of Mr.
H. I. J. Kl Li M. N. O. P.
‘question, untif it could be accompanied by no doubt but he will receive the united sup established, among other things, by these dis I Richmond
Henderson, aged 56 years.
Samuel Heard, John Hiissey, Ivory Hovey
closures.
the remarks of Col. Johnson, on that which I port of the republican party*
In Barnstead, June 26, widow Meribah Foss,
had transmitted to him. A departure from
1st. That the hireling Francis P. Blair, is relict of the late Mr. Thomas Foss, of New-Dur 2,—Rosewell Messenger, Joshua Meader,
William Maxwell,—Charles Nutter, Charles
this understanding by that gentleman him
We have received the first number of the a close and confidential adviser of the Presi ham, aged 96 years, one month and 19 days.
H. Nutter,—Lydiä Peaslee.
self, would of course relieve me from its obli “Maine Free Press,” published at Hallow dent ; and that the President actually assisted
gation. But, from the tenor of your editorial
Q. R. S. T* U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
him in framing a misrepresentation against
ell,
by
Herrick
Farwell.
It
is
principally
SHIP
NEWS.
article, I infer that the act of publishing the
Elizabeth Ricker, Daniel Roberts,—Jona
Mr.
Berrien
for
publication.
KENNEBUNK, JUL Y 30?
extract from his letter, is not authorised by devoted to the advancement of the cause of
than Spencer, George Smith,—James Tuck
2d. That the President has attempted to
him. I adhere, therefore, at present to the Anti-Masonry.
er, Samuel Tobey,—Zimri Willard,- James
exert
the
power
of
his
exalted
office
to
force
SAILED.
determination which I had formed ; and as
Warren.
the
reception
into
society
in
Washington,
of
a
July 21—Sch. Packet, Perkins, for Thomaston.
suming that your object as public journalists,
Ol/® The County Commissioners were woman whose character was such, that the
M. HUBBARD» P. M
22—Grape, Ward, Boston ; P.loughboy, Walk
is to present nothing to your readers which is prevented, in consequence of the indisposi
virtuous ladies of the city would not associate er, do.
so, I take the liberty of suggesting, as well to
the editor of the Telegraph as to yourself, the tion of one of the board, from viewing the with her.
ARRIVED.
3d. That regardless of the dignity of his July 27—Schs. Ploughboy, Walker from Boston,
propriety of abstaining from any partial and routes for a new road between this town and
FEW dozen superior PALM LEAF
office,
he
wrought
himself
into
a
whirlwind
of
imperfect statements of the conversation Kennebunk-port, and hearing the arguments
sundry merchandise to James Lord and others ;
HATS, just received and for sale by
passion
—
behaved
“
like
a
roaring
lion
”
—
and
which occurred at the interview in question. of the partigs, on the 19th inst. ; and the
Mary, Perkins, from Boston, sundry merchandise;
PALMER & MILLER.
threatened
to
disturb
the
peaceable
relations
The delusion produced by such statements,
Grape, Ward, from Boston, do.
June 23,1831.
must be speedily corrected ; but until that meeting was adjourned till Tuesday next, 2d between this and a foreign government, by
MEMORANDA.
ordering a minister and his lady to quit the
correction is made, their effect is to mislead August.
JOURNAL OF~HEALTlir
Saco, July 20.—Ar. schs. Hope &, Phebe,
country, because that lady would not forget
the public mind, on a subject of awakening
Harding, Two Friends, Nickerson, &Fair Polly,
Conducted by an association of Physicians,
interest to the American people.
The new Meeting House of the first Con the respect due to herself.
Chase, Providence ; Dorcas, Baker, Nantucket'
4th. That Martin Van Buren Secretary of sip. William & Henry, Child, dp.; 21st, sloop J S published twice a month, at Philadelphia
I am, very respectfullv, sir, your ob’t. serv’t. gregational Church and Society (Trinitarian)
JNO. MACPHERSON BERRIEN.
in Bangor, was dedicated on the 20th inst. State, for the purpose of sustaining Mrs. Eat Elizabeth, Hill, Stonington ; 23d, schs. Betsey, a 16 pages 8vo. at 1,25 per annum in ad
To Francis P. Blair, Esq. ?
Sermon by Rev. Mr. Pomroy, the pastor, on, and thereby preserving his “ malign influ Nickerson, Dennis ; Phenix, Stevenson, Boston ; vance.—The. Journal of Law, is published
Editor of the Globe.
5
from John 4 : 24. The House contains 134 ence” over the weak and passionate President, sip. William & Henry, Woodsum, do.; 26th, sip: at the office qf the Journal of Health, in num
Mercury, Benson, Boston ; Friendship, do.— bers of 16 pages, 8vo. on the 1st and 3d Wed
pews, all on one floor. There is no gallery, was guilty of intentional rudeness to the lady Sailed,
18th inst. sch. Enterprize, Gillpatrick, nesdays of every month. Price $1,50 per an
Mr. Blair to Mr. Berrien.
except the orchestra for the singers and the of a foreign Minister.
Bangor ; sip. Hannah, Dane, Cape Cod ; 19th, num in advance.
organ. It is of brjck, 90 feet long and 62
WASHINGTON, JULY 19, 1831.
sch. Packet, Hartley, Boston ; 20th, sch. Favor
8. COLMAN, Portland, is Agent for the abov®
Dear Sir :—I have this moment received broad, and stands on the same site as did that
Michigan Election.—The election for a del ite, Crosby, Cape Cod ; 21st, Exchange, Nicker valuable works for this State.
your letter, to which I will give immediate which was burnt the last year. Its cost was egate to Congress from Michigan Territory, son, and Rose-in-Bloom, Crowell, Rhode-Island ;
a little over $12,000.
Gillpatrick, Boston ; 22d, schs. Dorcaspublicity.
BABK & PLAmi’.“
recently took place. The Detroit Journal of Phseton,
Hawes, Burgess, R. Island ; Marcia, Smith,
1 did not suppose that you had authorised
13th inst. states that the returns received, war Providence ; Lark, Day, Gloucester.
A- Steam Saw Mill has recently been put in rant them in saying that Austin E. Wing, the
the report which imposed on me the necessity
CORDS HEMLOCK BARK, and
Ar. at Portland, 26th, brig Com. Preble, Per
of givingan extract from Col. Johnson’s letter. operation in Hallowell. The Hallowell Ad anti-Jackson candidate, is elected by a “ tri
10 M. two inch Hemlock and Hard
Under such an impression, I would not have vocate says the lumber sawed at this mill is umphant majority” over S. W. Dexter, the kins, of this port, 32 days from Lisbon, salt and
to D. W.Lord.
Pine PLANK, is wanted by
hesitated to call upon you to disavow it. The of a superior quality, particularly in the anti-Masonic candidate, and Gen. Williams, specie
Ar. at Nantucket, 20th, sip. Eliza, Hill, Saco.
PALMER & MILLER»
report, 1 knew, was false, and was . merely smoothness of its surfaces.
the Jackson candidate. The Detroit Press
Ar. at Newburyport, 26th, sch. Jack, Little
Kennebunk, June 23,1831.
circulated to keep in countenance the charge
(Jackson) of the 14th inst. admits that Mr. field, Wells; 28th, sch. Ploughboy, Hatch,
Wm. P. Preble, Minister to the Nether Wing is elected. The returns as far as re Wells, wood.
made against the President, until it could
good assortment of Justice
work some prejudice against him in the pub lands, and family arrived at Portland on the ceived, give Wing 1255, Dexter 910, Wil
Ar. at Bangor, 22d inst. sip. Maria, Donnell,
( York ; 23d, sch. Enterprize, Gillpatrick, Saco. Blanks for Sale at this Officeliams 755,
lic mind. I did not suppose that you were 19th inst.
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SHERIFF’S SALE.

A'N INVALUABLE

|

To the County Commissioners for the County
of Cumberland and State of Maine, at their TAKEN on Execution and will be sold at
probate
notices
,
session next to be holden at Portland within
POETRY.
Public Auction, at the Post Office in
Tested by experience and sustained by Testimonials.
and for said county, on the first Tuesday oj South Berwick, in the County of York, on
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
June, 1831.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
From the Camden Star.
Saturday the thirtieth day of J uly next, at two MOST people have a remedy for Corns
ESPECTFULLY represent the inhab of the clock in the afternoon, all the right in
as well as other complaints ;—but the
day of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
itants of the town of Standish in said
HOPE.
proprietor
of the long known and justly
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WILequity, whj.ehoHN WAJjKEBj
county, that there are three bridges over Saco
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: ,
celebrated ALBION
When first the morning planets sang,
And earth’s responsive paeans rang
USAN LITCHFIELD, named Execu River within the distance of about one mile of North-BerWick, in said county, has to re
CORN PIASTER 1
the town of Standish and the town deem the following real estate, viz. a certain
Loud hallelujahs, pealing high, .
trix in a certain instrument purporting between
1
(as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) has
of
Limington
in
the
county
of
York,
that
the
Where sons of God did shout for joy :
FARM,
with
the
BUILDINGS
thereon,
situ

to be the last will and testament of William <
Hope left her starry dwelling place,
Litchfield, late of Sanford, in said county, two lower bridges are liable to be maintained ate in said North-Berwick, and lies on both been made acquainted with no instance of
To bless and solace Adam’s race,
yeoman, deceased, having presented the same by said towns, that the expense of maintain sides of the road leading from Doughty s Falls its proper application, in which it has not
Till time’s transitions all were o’er
ing said bridges is very great ; that one of to Wells, containing one hundred and thirteen been preferred to all other remedies for
for Probate :
And spheral worlds revolv’d no more.
ORDERED,—That the said executrix said bridges is much decayed by reason of acres more or less, and adjoins lands of Corns, those painful disfigurers of the feet
Hope was the meed to Enoch given
give notice to all persons interested, by caus age, and the lower one was built on an unsafe Nahum Morrell, James Junkins, Abraham and enemies to locomotion.
In his long pilgrimage with heaven,
ing a copy of this order to be published three foundation and cannot be expected to stand Morrell, Reuben Hayes, William HuSsey,
The Albion Corn Plaster softens the
Till from the evil years to come,.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga without great expense ; that the public travel Elijah Neal, Enos Hoag, and other lands of corn, however old and tough, and extractswould be greatly facilitated and the conven said Nahum Morrell, and comprehends the
His Maker took the patriarch home :
zette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
they
may
Translated,borne on seraph’s wings,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken ience of all travellers would be sufficiently Morrell place, so called, which said Walker it to the very roots. The relief afforded is
Exempt from dissolution’s stings,
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday regarded by laying out a new road from the purchased of Nathaniel Walker, by deed da gentle, immediate and thorough.
Created man his homage pays,
The Proprietor begs leave to submit theof August next, at ten of the clock in the fork of the Spring road where it connects ted Feb. 10,1825, and recorded on the York
Before the ancient one of days.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, with the Limington Road in Standish, and county records, and also comprehends fifty following case, from Mr. Stowell, who is
Hope was the star of Noah’s Ark,
why the said instrument should not be proved, passing over the upper bridge over Saco Riv acres of land out of the Colcord place, so well known to the inhabitants of this city?,
O’er watery worlds through tempests dark,
approved, and allowed as the last will and tes er at Chase Parker’s falls, and extending to called, which said John Walker purchased of especially at the south end, and at South
And wreath'd her pure resplendent form
the county road, at or near the Baptist Meet Joshua Walker ; Also another tract of land,
tament of the said deceased.
Around the pinions of the storm :
ing House in Limington, and by discontinu situate at said Doughty’s Falls, and bounded Boston, as a very worthy and respectable
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Hope gave the weary trembling dove
ing such parts of the county Roads and southerly by said highway, and on all other citizen.
The symbol leaf of peace and love,
A true copy—Attest,
Bridges, over said Saco River, and on both sides by lands of Joseph Drew, containing
A CASE.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
And spoke ’mid desolation’s gloom,
sides as you may deem expedient. Where?*one acre more or less, With the buildings
SIR—I do not hesitate to give my most
Of green rob’d lands in Eden’s bloom.
July 16.__________ ____ ________ _
fore they pray that said new Road as above1 thereon, and was purchased of Enos Hoag ; unqualified approbation in favor of your
And when Beersheba’s parching wild
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within described, may bfv located by the County also a tract of land situate in York, in said valuable /Jibion Corn Plaster. By the use*
Scorch’d dark-eyed Haga’s outcast child,
and for the county of York, »n the first Mon Commissioners in tfieir respective Counties,’ county, containing fifteen acres more or less,
Hope led the sad Egyptian’s feet
day of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen and that said two lower bridges, with so’ and adjoins lands of Samuel Wentworth and of less than a box, Mrs. Stowell has beetr
To the clear streamlet’s cool retreat,
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WIL much of the Roads in each county, as you others, and is part of a tract of land, which cured of a corn on each foot, which ha$'
And through the wastes and pathless sands
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: may deem expedient, may be discontinued, said John Walker purchased of Nathaniel been exceedingly troublesome and painful'
Of lone Arabia’s desert lands,
ICHARD SHAPLEIGH, named Exec and as in duty bound will ever pray by their and Meribah Walker. The above premises for years, and 1 think it but justice to your
The light of Hope before them thrown,
ISAAC S. SPRING.
utor in a certain instrument purporting agent,
are subject to the encumbrance of a mortgage invaluable preparation to add, (for the en
For forty years led Israel on.
deed to Enos Hoag, and William A. Hayes, couragement of those, who owing to repeat
to
be
the
last
will
and
testament
of
S
tephen
Hope, when the stripling shepherd took
STATE OF MAINE.
to secure the payment of one thousand dollars. ed disappointments in the various remedies*
Hobbs, late of Berwick, in said county, yeo
The five smooth pebbles from the brook,
.
'
ANDREW HALEY, Deputy Sheriff.
man, deceased, having presented the same for■ Cumberland, ss.
Strong nerv’d the heart to daring deeds,
resorted to, have finally despaired of a cuip,^
At a meeting of the County Commissioners,
Berwick, June 16, 1831.
And Gath's proud champion postrate bleeds; probate :
that your plaster cured her corns after trying
•
for the County of Cumberland, at their ses
ORDERED—That the said executor give
And Hope the sleep to David gave,
sion begun and holden at Portland, within
other highly recommended remedies to no*
As quiet in Engedis’ cave,
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
and for the county of Cumberland, on the
purpose ; and what increases my confidence'
As when in royalty he shone,
copy of this order to be published three weeks
v
rpAKEN on Execution all the
first Tuesday of June, A. D. 1831.
In Hebron’s Vale, on Judah’s throne.
in the superiority of your Plaster, is the fact
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
Y
ork, ss. g
r
jght,
title
and
interest
N the foregoing petition, Ordered, That
printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
that it has been used by several of my
which
J
ohn
LoRD,jun.
of
Kennebunk-port,
Hope, when Elijah calmly stood
the petitioners give notice to all per
at a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
Prepar’d to part by Canaan’s flood,
in said County, has to redeem the undivided neighbors with equally good success. A
sons
and
corporations
interested,
that
the
in said county, on the first Monday of Au
In kindling fires of sacred flame,
half of two tracts or parcels of land, situated man advanced in years, had become so crip
gust next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, county commissioners will meet at Enoch Na in said Kennebunk-port, with the buildings pled with corns, as to he obliged to cut holes
Around his Tishbite follower came :
■
son
’
s,
in
Standish,
on
the
17th
day
of
August
Hope bade his breast’s high pulses swell,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
thereon, containing about 120 acres, being the
Hope caught the mantle as it fell,
said instrument should not be proved, ap next, at ten o’clock A. M. when they will pro farm where said Lord now lives—Also about in Ins shoes to ease his feet ; he had long
And Jordan’s banks Elisha trod,
proved, and allowed as the last will and tes ceed to view the route set forth in the petition, one acre of salt Marsh, being the same which suffered great torture and inconvenience—
and immediately after such view at some con
A mighty Prophet of his God.
has lately been entirely cured by the use of
tament of the said deceased.
venient place in the vicinity, will give a hearing said Lord bought of Bracy Curtis, by deed your Corn Plaster, so that he can now walk
’Tis Hope that o’er our darkest night
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
dated 12th day of December 1814, the whole
to
the
parties
&
their
witnesses
;
by
causing
at

Can fling her beams of holy light,
A true Copy—Attest,
tested copies of said petition & this order of no being under the encumbrance of a Mortgage with comfort, and in whole shoes.—Anolh
’Tis Hope that, when misfortunes lour,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tice thereon, to be served upon the town Clerks to Andrew Goodwin for the sum of $250, by et' case.—A young woman living near me,
Can raise the mind beyond their power :
Juiy 16.
_______ of Standish and Limington, and also by post deed dated 27th February 1830 and recorded had become so lame in consequence of corns,
Hope still sustains, and when the last
Of mortal pangs and sorrows past,
At a Court of Probate held ai Limerick, within ing up copies of the same in three public pla on the 149th page of the 135th Book, refer- as not to be able to go up and down stairs
She aids the struggling spirit’s flight
and for the County of York, on the first Mon ces in each of said towns, and publishing the ance to said deed may be had for a more par without great trouble, is now using the Plas
To mansions of unfading light.
day in July, in the year of our Lord eighteen same three weeks successively in the Eastern ticular description—and I shall sell said right ter with the most happy success, and pros
hundred
and thirty one, by the Hon. WIL Argus and Portland Advertiser, newspapers in equity at Public Vendue, on Saturday the pect of speedy cure.
Hope brightens life and lightens death,
LIAM
A.
HAYES, Judge of said Court: printed in Portland, the first of said publica sixth day of August next, at two o’clock in
‘From earliest thought to latest breath,
I could refer to several other cases, were
JASON N. LANGDON, administrator de tions, and each of the other notices, to be at the afternoon, near the Meeting-house of the it necessary, but I have seen enough of the
Rests with our dust beneath the sod,
And with the soul ascends to God ;
bonis non with the will annexed of the least thirty days before the time of said meet first parish in Kennebunk in said county.
ALEX. WARREN, Dep. Sheriff.
Plaster to satisfy me it is the best prepara
Untiring as the Eternal cause
estate of Samuel Boothby, late of Kenne ing ; and also by causing an attested copy of
July 1, 1831.
tion in this country, or perhaps in any oth
That rules the course of nature’s laws,
bunk, in said county, deceased, having pre said petition to be served upon the Chairman
Hope’s angel offices are given,
er, for the cure of corns, and were its vir
sented his first account of administration of of the County Commissioners of the County
A chain whose links lift earth to heaven.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
the estate of said deceased, for allowance : of York, and by causing notice to be served
tues generally known, I doubt whether you
I bless thy radiant vistas bright,
and also his private account against the estate upon all persons and corporations interested
AKEN on Execution and will be sold could prepare the article fast enough to
in
said
county
of
York,
by
publishing
said
pe

Thy onward, upward, stay less flight,
of said deceased for allowance :
at Public Auction, at the Post-Of meet the public demand.
Faithful companion of the heart,
ORDERED—That the said administrator tition and order in the Limerick Star, printed
fice in South-Berwick, in said County of York,(Signed)
SETH STOWELL.
Oh, from my bosom never part :
give notice to all persons interested, by caus in the town of Limerick in the county of York, on Saturday, the sixth day of August next, at
But shine effulgent, till thy ray
Keeper of the Toll house. South Boston
thirty days at least before the time of such three of the clock in the afternoon, all the
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
Expands in full and glorious day,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga meeting and view ; that all persons may then right in equity which George Plaisted, of said Bridge.
Where life’s cold wintry journey ends
Boston, June 17th, 1829zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, and there be present and shew cause, if any South Berwick, has to redeem the following
In meeting of long parted friends. Rose.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be they have, why the prayer of said petition real estate, viz. a tract of land in said SouthPrice 50 cents.
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the should not be granted.
Berwick, containing about two acres, with
THE BRIGHT SUMMER-TIME.
Attest, WM. T. VAUGHAN, Clerk.
"
first Monday in August next, at ten of the
the buildings thereon, bounded by lands of
DEBILITATED FEMALES.
We met in a region of gladness,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Cow of the Petition and order of Court thereon. William A. Hayes, and the heirs of Thos.
We met in the beautiful bowers,
HE complaints peculiar to the female
Attest, WM. T. VAUGHAN, Clerk.
they have, why the said accounts should not
Leigh, and is the same which said Plaisted
Where the wanderer loses his sadness,
part of the community, have been
July 16, 1831.
■
now occupies ; also another tract of land in
Mid blossoms, and sunbeams and flowers ; be allowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
long successfully treated by the administra
said
South
Berwick,
containing
forty
acres
Around us, sweet voices were breathing
FISK & HINKLEY’S
A true copy—Attest,
more or less, with the buildings thereon, tion of the Aromatic Pills, originally pre
The songs of a far distant clime ;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Above us, in garlands were wreathing
bounded by Great Works road, and by lands of scribed and compounded by Dr. RELFE.
July
9.
_________
____________________
The buds of the bright Summer-time 1
Richard Hodsdon, by Wells road, and by Great They cleanse the blood from those disorders
Works river ; also a small tract of woodland
At a Court of Probate holden at Limerick,
HE subscribers being proprietors of the at a place called Rocky Hills in said South of the female constitution, for which the
That vision of fairy-land never
within and for the County of York, on the
right to said Machine, offer to sell the Berwick, containing eight acres more or less, Pills are an effectual specific ; they restore
Can fade from my heart or my sight—
first Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
It casts on my pathway forever,
same to such persons as may wish to purchase
a free circulation, reform the irregular ope
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. for single Yards or Towns in the County of bounded by lands of the heirs of Simeon
Its sparkles of magical light;
rations of the sanguiferous system, and rec
Lord,
Wm.
Hight,
and
lands
of
the
heirs
of
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said York. This Machine and a man and horse,
I still hear the harp’s joyous measure,
Wm. Warren. The above premises are sub tify the disordered habits. The proprietor’s
Still scent the faint bloom of the lime J
will make the mortar, strike and press 2000 ject to the encumbrance of a mortgage deed confidence in the superior excellence of this
Oh ! years cannot banish one pleasure
N the petition of Robert Nason, guar Bricks in an hour. The Machines have given
I f elt in the bright summer-time !
dian of Susan Abbot, a minor, repre great satisfaction where they have been used to Abraham Gillpatrick and Richard Davis, equally innocent and powerful preparation
to secure the payment of five hundred and is founded on the most decisive testimony
senting that the personal estate of his said
—saving as they do at least, the labor of one
From Fuller’s Holy State, forming first vol. ward is not sufficient to pay the just debts in good man in a yard, and the quality of the nine dollars and eighty-four cents.
from many restored patients. He can as
AUGUSTUS GOODWIN, Dep. Sheriff.
of English Prose Writers, we extract the curred for her support by the sum of one hun bricks being greatly improved. Machines may
sure
this portion of the public, that when
June 29, 1831.
dred dollars, and that by a partial sale of the be seen in operation at Mr. Gowen’s Yard
following quaint and pithy sayings :
real estate of his said ward the residue will near Spring’s bridge in Saco ; at Mr. Hobbs’
“ The dust that falls from a master’s be greatly injured, and praying for license to
PILLS FOR
Yard in Falmouth, Josiah Carter’s Yard and
shoes is the best manure for his ground.” sell the whole of the real estate of his said several others in Portland, and at Mr. Soule’s
“ The same word in Greek signifies rust ward:
rjVAKEN on execution and will
in North Yarmouth. The advantages of this v
be solj at pUBjLIC Vendue,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no Machine in making bricks have been proved York, ss. J
and poison ; and some strong poison is
are regularly taken according to the direc
made of the rust of metals ; but none tice thereof to all persons interested in said by many in the Counties of Oxford, Kenne on Saturday, the sixth day of August next, at tions accompanying them, they revive and
more venomous than the rust of money in estate, by causing a copy of this order to be bec and Cumberland, and all agree in the ac two o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling establish the desired healthy habits, and re
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed count given of it in the following certificate. house of James B. Shapleigh, in Sanford,
the rich man’s purse.”
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
STACY <fc HASKELL.
all the right which John Paul, of said San store to the palid countenance the natural
“ A widow is a woman whose head has successively, that they may appear at a Pro
ford, has to redeem the following described glow of health and good spirits.
been cut off, and she yetliveth.”
bate Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in
tracts of land situate in said Sanford, the first
The pills are an approved general rem
ro
mijoiu
it
inaj?
OTonuriL
“ A house had better be too small for said county, on the first Monday in August
tract being bounded on the N. E. side by the edy in cases of obstructions, debility, hypo
THIS MAY CERTIFY we the under Elijah Witham farm, on the S. E. side by chondria, green sickness, giddiness, palpi
a day than too great for a year. It is ea next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
sier borrowing of thy neighbor a brace of shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer signed, by using Fisk fy Hinkley’s Brick Ma land of Soloman Welch and Wm. Chad- tation of the heart, bad digestion, loathing
should not be granted.
chine, do know it to be a great labor saving bourne, on the S. W. side by land ofWm.
chambers for a night, than a bag of money of said petition
Attest. Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
Machine. Bricks made by said Machine are Gowen, and Jacob Witham, on the N. W. offood, pain of the stomach, shortness of
for a twelvemonth.”
A true Copy—Attest,
fairer, crack and warp less, and are much side by land of Ebenezer Libbey, Jeremiah breath upon every little motion, sinking of
William Cutter Allen, Register.
“ As for those who will not take lawful
more solid and far superior to those struck by Moulton, and Stephen Gowen, containing one the spirits, and its consequences, a dejected
July
9.
pleasure, I am afraid they will take un
hand. We cheerfully recommend said im hundred acres more or less, being the same countenance and dislike for exercise and
lawful pleasure, and by lacing themselves
provement to all those concerned in manufac on which the said John Paul now lives. The conversation.
too hard, grow awry on one side.”
turing brick as worthy of their immediate at second tract contains about one acre, being
Married ladies will find the Pills equally
HE subscriber would inform his cus tention.
the same conveyed by Gideon Cook, to said useful, except in cases of pregnancy, when
tomers
and
the
public
that
he
wants
to
Dated Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 21, 1830, and Paul, by deed, Aug. 8,1817, bounded on the
Anecdote of Burns.—On one occasion
buy from 50 to 75 cords of BARK, for which
they must not be taken ; neither must they
Burns was in
m company with
wnn a man named
name«
market prfce wiu be givem He requests signed by Francis J. Elden, Francis Elden, N. E. side by lands of Soloman Welch, the
be taken by persons of hectic or consump
Robert
Elden,
John
Babb,
Jr.
Eli
Smith,
Ed

N.
W.
by
land
of
the
said
Paul,
and
on
the
S.
Andrew Turner, one of those pointless
wbo have engaged him Bark to be puncGreenleaf Elden.
W. by the county road, leading from Sanford tive habits. They may be used successful
prosers whose conversation, without wit tual to let him have it this season without mund Phillips and
STACY & HASKELL.
to
Alfred, being the same lands mortgaged by ly by either men or women in all Hypo
or meaning, flows on in a ceaseless mur fail.
RALPH CURTIS.
said John Paul, to Benjamin Smith and Hor chondriac, Hysteric or Vapourish disor
Kennebunk, July 2, 1831.
mur of unimpassioned drivel. Of all men
N. B. We have requested MOSES EM ace Porter, by deed, dated March 16, 1829.
ders. In all cases of this description, the
Burns detested your grave fool, your pom
Further particulars made known at the Pills purify, invigorate, and revive the dis
ERY, Esq. of Saco, to act as our agent in
HEMLOCK
BOARDS.
pous proser, of which Turner was the ve
time
and
place
of
sale.
disposing of the right to use said Machine
ordered system. Price $1,50 cents a box.
Palmer ¿Hiller,
JOSEPH SAYWARD, Deputy Sheriff.
ry ideal—constantly interlarding all he
within the County of York, and have given
**#None genuine unless signed on the
Alfred, June 28, 1831.
had said with the year of his birth—‘ The
OULD purchase thirty-five or forty him a Power of Attorney accordingly.
STACY & HASKELL.
thousand first rate sound merchantable
outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
thirty nine,’ as he termed it. Burns’ pa
LIST OF LETTERS
June 3,1831.
Hemlock boards—To be delivered at the
etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
tience becoming exhausted at ‘ thirty
R
emaining
in the Post Office at Kenne the late Dr. W. T. Conway.
Landing.
For sale
nine’ ringing forever in his ears, he wrote
bunk, June 30,1831.
July 16.
with all the other “ Conway Medicines,’
the following rough epigram, which for
REMAINING IN THE POST-OFFICE AT KENNEBUNK
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
once silenced the proser :
PORT, JULY L 1831.
ISS BOSTON, Miss Elizabeth Burn J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
“ ’Twas in the year of1 thirty nine’
ham, Mrs. Hannah Bragdon, Edward and Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
B. C. D. H.
The deil gat stuff to mak’ a swine,
OHN BRAGDON, Joseph Burnham,
W. Baker, John W. Bragdon, Abel M. Bry
HE subscriber has just received a quan
And threw it in a corner ;
ton :—&also, by his special appointment, by
Mrs. Nelly Bumham,—William Coburn ant,—Miss Sarah Cole,—Miss Eunice Down
But after that he changed his plan,
tity of JOY’S SCYTHES,
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
2,—Widow Elizabeth Dearing, Mirenda ing, John Drown,—Miss Elizabeth Evans,—
And made it something like man,
said to be superior to any now in use.
***Large discount to those who buy to
An’ ca’d it Andrew Turner.
John W. Frost, Simeon Fowle,—Ivory
Durrill,—Mrs. Betsey Hamard.
WILLIAM LORD.
sell again.
Greene, Mrs. Elizabeth Gillpatrick.
June 10,1831._______________________
L. P. S. T. W.
I have lived,” said Dr. E. D. Clarke,
H. I. J. K. jL. M.
Miss
Betsey
Littlefield,
—
Jonathan
Perkins,
SCYTHES, RAKES, &c.
“ to know that the great secret of human
S Æù V üü W W
¿8^»
Miss Lydia Howard, Capt. George T. Hill,
2,—Heirs of Charles Smith, Eleazer J. Saeshappiness is this,—never suffer your ener
HE subscribers would purchase a few
man,—Ralph J. Jordon,—James Trefetherin, Daniel Hatch, Heberson B. Hill,—Jacob
AREWELL
’
S
Steel
back
SCYTHES
;
gies to stagnate. The old adage of“ too
thousand RED OAK and WHHJ
Knight,—Francis A. Lord, 2, George & Ivory
Thompson.
SHAKER and other RAKES, and Benjamin
OLIVER BOURNE, Post-Master.
Lord, Elijah Littlefield 2, Miss Betsey T.
OAK STAVES, principally RED OAK
many irons in the fire,” conveys an abom AUSTIN’S patent RIFLES, for sale by
Littlefield,—Capt. Lemuel Miller, Nathan They must be suitable for Molasses & Liquor
inable lie.—“You cannot have too many :
PALMER & MILLER.
Casks and of the first quality—corresponding
Moore.
poker, tongs, and all: keep them going.”
WANTED.
Jun^25.
N. O. P. Q. JR. S.
as to thickness, width, description of timber,
«
C0RDS
of
hemlock
bark
,
Moses Norton,—James Peabody,—James &c. to a sample of staves they now have at
A correspondent of a Virginia paper, calls
CORN &
for which cash will be given.
K. Remich 3, Robert Ross,—Joseph Smith, their store, which is kept for the examination
Skryznecki, the Polish chieftain, Gen. Screw=;<► AL80-^:=
and benefit of all who may wish to engage in
Jonathan Stevens.
neck-eye—and another, Skrouge-him-sky- JUST RECEIVED FROM N. YORK.
getting this description of Lumber.—For such
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
RIME YELLOW CORN & GENA CORDS of HARD PINE WOOD.
high.
____
NESSEE FLOUR, for sale by
George Tarbox,—Mrs. Lydia Withum, good pay and a fair price will be given.
aV
D. W. LÖRD, & Co.
ë
H
PALMER & MILLER.
WILLIAM LORD.
A Worcester paper says that the crops on
Kennebunk-port,
?
Michael Wise.
38.
June 22,1831.
Kennebunk, July 9,1831.
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. P. M.
the whole look favorable to the fanner.
Goff’s Mill Tannery, June 22,1831. $
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